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ABSTRACT
This report contains the derivation of the differential
equations of motion of a 3 D.O.F. body joined to a 3 D.O.F.
body by an elastic tether. The tether is represented by a
spring and dashpot in parallel. A computer program which
integrates the equations of motion is also described.
Although the derivation of the equations of motion are
for a general system, the computer program is written for
defining loads in large boosters recovered by parachutes.
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CODE IDENT NO. 25500·
NOMENCLATURE
The following is a list of the variables used in the
computer program with a brief description of each.
The notation is displayed in two forms, 1) as it appears
in the computer program, and 2) as used throughout the
discussion of this report, Some of the variables used
in the report are defined when they are introduced, and





















CODE IDENT NO. 25500
FORTRAN STANDARD DESCRIPTION
A Length of tether in X direction from
decelerator confluence point to fore-
body confluence point
Dummy variable used to express incre-











An array of eight variables representing
angle-of-attack of the forebody rad
An array of eight variables representing
angle-of-attack of the decelerator rad
An array of eight variables representing
Mach number of the forebody
An array of eight variables representing
Mach number of the decelerator
A Distance along longitudinal axis of the
forebody from the intersection of the
body axes to the tether confluence point,









Time derivative of A
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The ratio of two angle-of-attack differ-
ences used in interpolation of aero-
dynamic coefficients of the decelerator.
The ratio of two angle-of-attack dif-
ferences used in interpolation of aero-
dynamic coefficients of the forebody.
Mach number of forebody
Mach number of decelerator
The ratio of two Mach number differences
used in interpolation of aerodynamics
coefficients of the decelerator
The ratio of two Mach number differ-
ences used in interpolation of aero-
dynamics coefficients of the forebody
Projection along longitudinal axis of
decelerator from a line between the
intersection of body axes and the
tether confluence point, positive
toward the nose
Alphameric input-AREA SEQUENCE OF
INFLATION
Alphameric input defining atmosphere
Projection along longitudinal axis of
the forebody from a line between the
intersection of the body axes and the
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Distance along lohgitudinal axis of the
forebody from the intersection of the
body axes to the No. one bridle attach
point, positive toward the nose
Distance along longitudinal axis of the
forebody from the intersection of the
body axes to the No. two bridle attach
point, positive toward the nose
Length of tether in Z direction from
decelerator confluence point to fore-
body confluence point
Projection along lateral axis of fore-
body from a line between the inter-
section of the body axes and the tether
confluence point, positive up
Time derivative of B
Positive angle defined in Figure 6
Positive angle defined in Figure 6
B1 Positive angle defined in Figure 6
Positive angle defined in Figure 6
Projection along lateral axis of decel-
erator from a line between the inter-
section of the body axes and the tether
confluence point, positive up
Projection along lateral axis of the fore-
body from a line between the inter-
section of the body axes and the bridle
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STANDARD DESCRIPTION
Bi Distance along lateral axis of the fore-
body from the intersection of the body
axes to the No. one bridle attach
point, positive up
B. Distance along lateral axis of the fore-
body from the intersection of the body





Damping coefficient of tether
Axial coefficient of forebody
Drag area of decelerator









An array of eight by 16 variables
representing axial force coefficients
of the forebody corresponding to
AAM(8) and AALP (16)
An array of eight by 16 variables
representing axial force coefficients
of the decelerator corresponding to
AAMP(8j and AALPP(16)
An array of eight by 16 Variables
representing moment coefficient of the
forebody corresponsing to AAM(8) and
AALP (16)
An array of eight by 16 variables
representing moment coefficients of the
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An array of eight by 16 variables
representing damping moment coefficients
of the forebody corresponding to AAM(8)
and AALP (16)
An array of eight by 16 variables
representing damping moment coefficients
of the decelerator corresponding to
AAMP(8) and AALPP(16)
An array of eight by 16 variables
representing normal force coefficients
of the forebody corresponding to
AAM(8) and AALP(16)
An array of eight by 16 variables
representing normal force coefficients






Moment coefficient of forebody
Moment coefficient of decelerator
Damping moment coefficient of forebody
-1Damping moment coefficient of decelerator rad
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Distance between the two bridle con-
nection points on the forebody
Distance between the two suspension
line connection points on the
decelerator
TSD DESCRIPTION UNI'
Normal force coefficient of decelerator
Dummy number used to test for the initial
configuration of the system














Distance between the reference center of
the forebody and the C.g. of the decelerator
Coefficients of the second derivatives
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FORTRAN STANDARD DESCRIPTION UNITS
DLS1 DLS1 Change in length of first suspension
line due to tension in the elastic
system m
DLS2 DLS 2  Change in length of second suspension
line due to tension in the elastic
system m
DL1 DL l  Change in length of the first bridle
line of the forebody due to
tension in the elastic system m
DL2 DL2 Change in length of the second
bridle line of the forebody due
to tension in the elastic system m
DP dp Aerodynamic reference length of the
decelerator (same as Ref. dia. Do) m
DT At Integration time increment sec
DTI Length of inflation time sec
DTP Number which controls the number of
w integrations between data output
c DTPC Control variable in printout routine
0
DTP1 DTP1 Input constant which controls the number
M of integrations between data output when
z DT = DT1 sec
z
. DTP2 DTP2 Input constant which controls the number
of integrations between data output when
DT - DT2 sec
DTVC Time increment to close thrust valve of
reaction control system on forebody sec
V-
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First integration time increment
Second integration time increment
Dynamic pressure acting on forebody
Dynamic pressure acting on decelerator
Variables representing the forces or
torque acting on the forebody, shown
in the equations of motion
A small positive constant used to check
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Positive angle defined in Figure 6 deg
Variables representing the accelerations .m/sec
of the decelerator or rad/sec
Acceleration of gravity of Z N/sec
Flight path angle of forebody rad
Flight path angle of forebody deg
Flight path angle of decelerator rad
Flight path angle of decelerator deg
Acceleration of gravity at sea level m/sec
Altitude below which trajectory is ended m
Dummy variable used in DO loops
Control number used to check for incon-
sistant or redundant equations in CROUT
subroutine
Control variable used in the iteration
section of SUBR
An array of sixteen variables representing
the pitch moment of inertia of the decelerator
corresponding to TTI(16) kg-m 2
Pitch moment of inertia of forebody kg-m 2
Pitch moment of inertia of decelerator kg-m2
Dummy variable used in DO loops
Dummy variable used to control output
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FORTRAN STANDARD DESCRIPTION UNITS
K K Spring constant of elastic system N/m
KBL KBL Longitudinal spring constant of bridle N/m
KBT KBT Transverse spring constant of bridle N/m
KH1 KH1 Spring constant of one bridle line (LH1) N/m
KH2 KH2 Spring constant of second bridle line(LH2) N/m
KKS(8) KKS(8) Spring constant array of dimension 8 N/m'
KPHI KP Spring constant of bridle at a pull-off
angle 0 N/m
KS KS Spring constant of both decelerator
suspension lines N/m
KSPKH1 KSPKH1 Spring constant of elastic system when
bridle line 2 is slack N/m
KSPKH2 KSPKH2 Spring constant of elastic system when
bridle line 1 is slack N/m
LAM -X Angular displacement of forebody's
confluence point using the intersection
of the forebody's body axes and the
longitudinal axis as a reference rad
LAMDEG X Angular displacement of forebody's
confluence point using the intersection
of the forebody's body axes and the long-
itudinal axis as a reference
LAMO X0  Positive angle defined in Figure 6 rad
L40TDE X0 Positive angle defined in Figure 6 deg
LAMOP A0 p Positive angle defined in Figure 6 rad
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A1  Positive angle defined in Figure 6
xA Positive angle defined in Figure 6
X2  Positive angle defined in Figure 6
X 2  Positive angle defined in Figure 6
LH1 Length of first bridle line
LH2 Length of second bridle line
LS1 Length of first suspension line
LS2 Length of second suspension line
LT Length of riser line
dLT
LT dt
Length of riser line if bridle is not
slack
LTo Unstretched length of riser line
Lo Distance from intersection of forebody's
body axes to bridle confluence point
LOP Distance from c.go of decelerator to
confluence point of suspension lines
L. Distance from intersection of forebody's
body axis to the negative bridle attach
point
L Distance from intersection of forebody's
body axes to the positive bridle attach
point





























































Added mass of decelerator at T
An array of 16 variables representing
added mass of the decelerator corres-
ponding to TTI(16)
Mass of decelerator at T








Axial g load on forebody (earth g's)
Axial g load on decelerator (earth g's)
Normal g load on forebody (earth g's)
Normal g load on decelerator (earth g's)
Positive angle defined in Figure6
Positive angle defined in Figure 6
Positive angle defined in Figure 6
Positive angle defined in Figure 6
Pull-off angle of riser from forebody's
confluence point
Pull-off angle of riser from forebody's
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Pull-off angle of riser from forebody's
confluence point
Maximum pull-off angle before bridle
line 2 goes slack
Maximum pull-off angle before bridle
line 2 goes slack
2 Maximum pull-off angle before bridle
line 1 goes slack
2 Maximum pull-off angle before bridle
line 1 goes slack
An array used to transfer data points
from the program to a tape
Q6 Generalized force on eequation
Qep Generalized force on .p equation
Qx Generalized force on X equation
Qxp Generalized force on Xp equation
Qz Generalized force on Z equation
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Aerodynamic reference area of forebody
Positive angle defined in Figure 6
Positive angle defined in Figure 6
Positive angle defined in Figure 6
Positive angle defined in Figure 6
Reference area of decelerator (So)
Reference area of decelerator during
inflation
An array of sixteen variables. repre-






Time at which thrust valve on reaction
control system is closed
Time at which DT and DTP change value
from DT1 - DT2 and DTP1 - DTP2
Tension in riser line
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Pitch angle of forebody
Forebody's pitching rate at which
reaction control thruster begins to
turn off
Forebody's pitching rate at which
reaction control thruster is turned on
.2 (dld 2
















Time at which decelerator inflation
begins (=0O0)
Alphameric input - TIME SEQUENCE OF
INFLATION
Ratio of two time differences used to
calculate inflation characteristics of
decelerator
Maximum value of torque on the forebody
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Value of torque on forebody produced by
reaction control system at T
Ratio of time differences used in the
interpolation of gust velocity
Tension array associated with-
KKS(8)
An array of eight variables representing
time used in gust interpolation
An array of 16 variables representing
time used in the inflation interpolation
Time at which trajectory is ended
V Total inertial velocity of forebody








Total inertial velocity of decelerator
Total inertial acceleration of decelerator
Speed of sound at Z
An array of eight variables representing
gust velocity corresponding to TTG(8)
Horizontal displacement of forebody along
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FORTRAN STANDARD DESCRIPTION UNITS
ZBAR z Lateral displacement of the c.g. of the
forebody from the intersection of the
body axes, positive up m
XD dX m/sec
dt2 X
XDD X X m/sec2
dt 2
XP Xp Horizontal displacement of decelerator
along the ) inertial coordinate m
dX
XPD X dt m/sec
.d2X
XPDD X P m/sec 2
p dt 2
Z Z Vertical displacement of forebody along
the Z inertial coordinate m
XBAR X Longitudinal displacement of the c.g. of
the forebody from the intersection of the
body axes, positive toward the nose m
dZ rn/sec
o ZD Z m./secw dt
U
0 d 2 m./sec2
z ZP Z Vertical displacement of decelerator
W. along the Z inertial coordinate m
dZ




ZSL Ratio of altitude differences used in the
interpolation of RHO and VS
I
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SECTION I - INTRODUCTION
The objective of this report is to present a computer
simulation of the dynamics of two bodies (coupled by an
elastic tether) in a plane. This is a simplification of
a more general problem (see Ref 5). Both bodies have two
translation degrees of freedom and one rotational degree
of freedom each; the tether is considered massless and its
only function is to apply a constraint to the two bodies
such that they remain in the vicinity of each other. A
situation in which this simulation would be of use is in
a deceleration and stabilization study of a re-entry
vehicle by a parachute system. The re-entry vehicle
(hereafter denoted as the forebody) is assumed to have
arbitrary mass and shape characteristics, but the decel-
erator is considered to be symmetric. Also included in
the report is a listing and explanation of the computer
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SECTION II - EQUATIONS OF MOTION
1o General
The system is defined as two rigid bodies joined by an
elastic tether and free to move in a given plane. Both
the forebody and the decelerator have 3 D.O.Fo In
general the forebody may have an off center c.g., but
the decelerator is considered to be symmetric and homo-
geneouso The elastic tether is simulated by a spring
and dashpot in parallel and is attached to the forebody
by means of a bridle; the tether is attached to the
decelerator at the confluence point of the suspension
lines or at the apex of a BALLUTE,
The motion is referenced to a Cartesian coordinate
system fixed on a flat, non-rotating planet. Coordinate
system X 2 is an inertial coordinate system (Figure 1);
X 1 Z: and XB:ZB1 are body axes for the forebody and
decelerator respectively. XZ and XB ZB are fixed to
I the forebody and decelerator respectively at one point
and always remain parallel to the inertial I axeso
W In general, axes XZ and XlZlintersect at the same point
U
but not at the center of gravity of the forebody. There-
Z fore, X1 Z are not principal axes in general. However,
XBW ZB1 are principal axes- r1 is the vector distance
from the intersection of the body axes (longitudinal
and lateral axes of the forebody) to the confluence point
of the forebody. Because of the harness configuration,
this confluence point changes location discretely or con-
tinuously during a simulation. This problem will be
DATE February 5, 1973
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discussed in Section III-2. r 2 is the vector distance
from the intersection of the body axis of the decel-
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2o Kinetic Energy
Consider an arbitray body rotating and translating in a
plane (Figure 2)o Axes I j are inertial axes; axes
XZ 1 are orthogonal axes fixed to the body and intersect
at point 0. Angular velocity, 8, has only one component
perpendicular to the plane of motion. Linear velocity
V 0 has components Vax 1 and VOz 1 along the instantaneous
directions of the XlZl axes respectively, m is located
at the center of mass of the body with position X, Z
relative to the XlZ1 axes (X and Z are considered
constant in this problem). u is the velocity of the
center of mass with respect to the X1 Zlaxes and it has








FIGURE 2 - RIGID BODY WITH 3 D.o 0 F0










The velocity u can be expressed as follows:
u = x r = (- )x(X I + Z k)
It follows immediately from equation (1):
U = 3
= -+uzl2  9 a
If the point o has instantaneous velocity components
VOxland Voz 1 along X 1 and Z 1 (VO represents a linear
velocity of the body as a whole), the inertial velocity
along X 1Zlare:!
V = V + u
Xl OX1 X1
V = V + U
Zl OZ1 Zl
= V - eF )
oxi
= V + eX
oz1 J
The kinetic energy is:
T = % m (Vxl + V 2)
Expanding equation (4):
T = m[VV 2 ]+ ½ m[i2(Z2 + 2)]T = m[Vox Vozi
+ m [-V 0Xl
(4)
. (5)+v ozi X]
or
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Equation (6) applies to both the forebody and the
decelerator. However, in the case of the decelerator
X and Z are zero. Therefore, for the decelerator:
T
p = mp V 2 + ½ Ip p2p op yp p
(7)
Velocities V0x 1 and V0z 1 must now be transformed from
the body axes coordinate system to the inertial
coordinate system. Figure 3 shows the relationship.
VVX 1
VOZ I
= X cos 0 + Z sin e







The total kinetic energy of the system is:
TT ½= m(X 2 + Z2)+ ½ mp ( 2 + p2)+ ½ I 2+ ½ I 2
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3. Potential Energy
The potential energy in the system is due to the
weight of the two bodies and to the elasticity in the
tether.
VT = mg[Z + X sin e + Z cos e]+ mpg Zp + % K(LT - LTo2 (11)
LTO is the unstretched length of the tether and LT
is the stretched length of the tether given by the
geometry of the system. Referring to Figure 1:
LT = P2 -P (12)
P1 and P 2 are vectors from the inertial coordinate
system to the confluence points of the forebody and
decelerator respectively. For the decelerator:
-t -t - +4.
P2  = X i + Z k + r (13)
r = Ap P B (14)
2 Pi p pP p P Pi
o = cos e + k sin e (15)
0
Z k = -i sin e + k cos 8 (16)
P= (X + A cos - B sin e )+ i(Zp A sin e + B cos e
p p p p p p p p P P
r .1(17)
8
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For the forebody:
P = X + Z + r (18)
r = A + (19)
1 = 1 cos 0 + k sin 0 (20)
k = - sin 0 + k cos e (21)
P1  = l(X + A cos 0 - B sin 8)+ i(Z + A sin 8 + B cos 8)
(22)
LT = (LT · LT) (23)
LT  [(X + A cos - sin - X - A cosT p p p p p
+ B sin 0) 2+(2 + Ap sin 8p + B cos 0
P p p p P
- Z - A sin 0 - B cos 0)2] (24)
Define the variables A and B such that:
LT = [A2 + B 2] (25)
The constraint equation is:
g = [A2 + B2 ] - LT = 0 (26)
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6A _ A _ B 6B











A sin 8 + B cos 8
-A sin e - B cos 8
P P P P
-A cos 8 + B sin 8
A cos 8 - B sin e







4. Rayleigh's Dissipation Function (See Ref 1 and 2)
Frictional forces which are proportional to the
velocity may be derived in terms of a function defined as
= =Xi E Ci qi2
where the summation is over all the degree of freedom.
For this problem, Raleigh damping is considered only
in the tether.
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5. Lagrange's Equation
Lagrange's equation for non-conservative forces,
holonomic, scleronomic constraint, and Rayleigh's
dissipation function can be written
dt(6i) - i X L + 6- = Qi (See Ref 1 & 2)
In equation (35), the term X 6g6qi
generalized force exerted by the
degree of freedom. The term 6-_
expresses the
tether on the "i"th
is the damping in the
spring and Qi is the non-conservative aerodynamic and
reaction control forceso
The Lagrangian (L) is equal to the total kinetic energy
of the system minus the total potential energy of the
system,
L = TT -V T (36)
Substituting equation (10) and (11) into equation
(36), the Lagrangian can be written as a function of
the generalized coordinates, (X, Z, , Xp Zp, 8 ).
L = m i(2 + Z2)+ ½ mp (k 2+ X 2) + ½p Iy 2 + ½ Iyp 2
+ m [-A ( cos e + X sin e) - Z(Z sin 8 - X cos 8)]
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Now operate on equation (37) with equation (35).
X equation
=m - m (Z cos
d 6L
dt- 6X )
e + x sin e8)
= m X - m '(Z cos 0 + X sin e)
- m 2 (-_2 sin 0 + X cos 8)
= 0





6L = m z - m e (z sin 0 - X cos 0)
Z
d 6L ,dt( ) Z m z - m (z sin 9 - X cos e)
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= m X6A mP P
d ( ) = m X





















































I y - m[X(Z cos e + X sin 0) + Z (Z sin 0- X cos 0)]
(58)
I 'e' - m[X(Z cos + X sin 08)
y
+ 'Z(Z sin 0 - X cos e)] + KX (-Isine + Xcos 0)
+ Ze (Z cos e + sin e)] (
= -me[X(- sin e + x cosl) + z (z cose + x sine)]
-mg[X cose - Z sin 8] (
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If equations (68) to (71) are substituted into
equation (35), the resulting equation is:
K(LT - LTO) + A + C LT o (72)
X -[K(LT - LTo) + C LT (73)
The variable X can now be substituted into equation
(35) when writing out the differential equations of
motion. LT is found by differentiating equation (25)
d [A2 + B2]½ = A (+
AT = -t EA (74)
A = X + A cos 8 - B sin 8 - X - A cosO + B sin 8
P P P P P
(75)
A = - Ae sin - B cos -X
+ A 6 sin 8 + B8 cos 8 (76)
B Z + A sin e + B cos 8 - Z A sine - B cose (77)
,
w B= Z + A 0 cos - B sin 8 - Z -AO cos 0
op P P p p p p
+ B 6 sin 8 (78)
,z
Hence X can be expressed as a function of the
U generalized coordinates and their time derivative.
The six equations of motion are now expressed as
follows:
I
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1) X Equation:
mk'- m(Z cos e + X sin e)' = m(-Z sin e + X cos )062
+[K(LT - LTo + C Qx (79)
2) Z Equation:
mZ'- m(Z sin 0 - X cos 0)0' = m(Z cosO + X sin 0)02 - mg
+[K(LT - LT) + C LT ] [ BT ]+ QZ (80)T
3) X Equation
mp p = -[K(LT - LTo) + C LT] [ LT (81)
4) Z Equation
mp = -m g- [K(LT - LTo)+ CLT + QZp (82)
w 5) 0 Equation:
o I0 - m(Z cos 0 + X sin 0) X - m(Z sin 8 - X cos O)Z =y
Z 
i 
-mg[X cos e - Z sin e]-[K(LT - LTo)
L 6A 6B
° + C [A 6- + B ] /LT + Q (83)
6) O Equation
P
Iyp 'O -[K(LT T0) + C LT] [A 6A T
P 6TpT/LT+ Q 0P
(84)
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6. Non-Conservative Generalized Forces
a) Forebody Aerodynamics:
The aerodynamics of the forebody are given with








- AERODYNAMICS OF FOREBODY
Qx = -qS(C A cos e + CN sin e)
Qz = qS(C N cos 8 - CA sin e)
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b) Decelerator Aerodynamics:
The aerodynamics of the decelerator are given with







FIGURE 5 - AERODYNAMICS OF DECELERATOR
Qxp = -qpSp(CAp cos + CN sin )
Qzp = qp Sp(CNp cos ep - CAp sin ep)
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c) Reaction Control System:
A reaction control system may be used to stabilize
the forebody's pitching motions. This is accomplished
by checking the pitching rate of the forebody. If
the absolute value of the rate is above a given upper
value, a restoring torque (TORQ) is applied to the
forebodyo This restoring torque is maintained
until a given lower value of pitching rate is reached.
The torque is then decreased to zero over a finite
time increment (DTVC). The generalized force Q8 is
now written as:
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7, Solution of Equations of Motion
Because the center of mass of the forebody is not located
at the intersection of the longitudinal and vertical axes
(point 0, Figure 2), the equation of motion of the fore-
body are coupled in the second derivatives. These equations
((79), (80), (83) have the following form:
Dl X+ D Z+ D + 1 3  E
D 2 1 X + D 2 2 Z + D 2 3  = E2  (91)
D3 1 X+ D3 2 Z+ D + 3 3  = E3
Before numerically integrating equation (91), they are
separated using Crout reduction (Refer to Ref 3). The
final form will be;
qi = fi (X, Z, e, Xp Zp,  X, z, e, X, pI, , P, t)
i = 1, 2, 3 (92)
D The equations of motion for the decelerator are not
U





p z Zp F2  (93)
Lp F 3
The six second order differential equations of motion,
(92) and (93), can now be numerically integrated using
4th order Runge-Kutta. (Re Ref. 4).
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SECTION III
APPLICATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION TO THE ANALYSIS
OF A ROCKET BOOSTER RECOVERED BY A PARACHUTE
(Ref. Figure 6)
1. General
The mathematical model defined up to this point applies
to a general system. Except for the tether line, the
entire system is rigid. In actual application the
structure between either body reference point and the
appropriate tether end is not rigid. In other words there
is an elastic structure between the end of the tether and
the referenced body. The tether is attached to the fore-
body by an elastic bridle, and to the aft body by the
elastic suspension lines of a parachute. An effective
system spring constant must be used to adequately account
for the effect the suspension lines and bridle have on
the system spring constant.
The bridle consists of two lines (LH1, LH2) attached to
points (1 and 2) located on the forebody. The other ends
of lines LH1 and LH2 attach to the tether. An important
fact to remember is that the lines can't carry a compres-
sive load and one bridle line will go slack if the tether
tension load is directed in such a direction as to lie
outside al1 or a2. Therefore, when the tether tension load
is directed along one of the bridle lines or outside
a1 or a2' the opposite line goes slack and the tether and
the line become one longer tether connecting the aft body
to the forebody at point 1 or 2 depending upon which bridle
line is carrying the load. The suspension lines in the
22
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parachute (aft body) are resolved into two lines (LS1
and LS2). Each line has a spring constant (KS) which is
used together with the bridle spring constant (K4, see
Equation 133) in calculating an effective system spring
constant (K) for the dynamic two body system. It should
be noted here that the computer program from which this
program has been adapted was written for the Viking program.
This system had a very short rigid tether, the elastic
effects of which were included in the parachute suspension
line spring constant (KS). Therefore, one half the tether
spring constant should be added in series with one of the
parachute suspension line spring constants, and the result-
ant spring constant is the spring constant KS used in this
computer program.
The parachute shown in Figure 9 can be made elastic or
rigid by removing or adding the "C" in the comment column
of the card CALL SUSPEN in the subroutine, SUBR. It has
been found that a rigid parachute representation results
in a much faster running program, with little change in
tether tension when compared to a system with an elastic
W parachute. Therefore, this program calls for the rigid
parachute simulation; and if desired it can be made elastic
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FIGURE SCHEMATIC OF 2 BODY SYSTEM
From Figure 7. the following relationships exist:
--A
X = tan
-= 2 - - p 'p - X
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2. Bridle Geometry
At any given time the bridle schematic will be as shown
in Figure 6. The complete geometry of the system, shown in
Figure 6 can be defined by inputting six variables. These
variables are LH1, LH2, A 1, A 2, B1, B2. LH1, and LH2 are
always positive and represent the lengths of the two bridle
lines of the bridle. A 1 and A 2 are positive towards the
nose of the vehicle. They represent the distance to the
location of the bridle attach points along the centerline.
BT and B 2 represent distances to the bridle attach points
along the lateral axis of the vehicle. With these six values
the geometry of Figure 6 is defined through the following
equations:
2 2
L = A + B 1  (97)
2 2
L = 2 + B 2  (98)
I-
2: 2
0 DL = (B2 - 1)2 + (A2 - Al) (99)
z 2 2 2
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2 = COS -(L2 + DL 2 - L 1 2 )/(2*L2*DL)]
1 = COS [(LH12 + DL 2 - LH22 )/(2*LH1*DL)]
c-1
£E2 = COS [(LH22 + DL 2 - LH1 2 )/(2*LH2*DL)]
nlI = Tr E1
= 2 T 2 - 2
Lo= [ L2 + LH1 2 - 2*LH1*L *cos (BI + e )]
-- 1
X 2 = tan ( B 2/A 2
A1 = tan (B1/A 1)







= - , - £1 - (X - )
= r - 2 - (2 -( 2 )
= A s
= L 0 * cos v
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Equations (97) to (114) are used to find the point
which the tension is acting through. If ~ is greater
than al, the confluence point of the forebody is located
at (Al B1); if c is less than a2, the confluence point
is at (A2, B 2). Otherwise the confluence point is at
(AO, BO). However, (A0, B 0) is a variable depending on
LH1 and LH2 which depend on the tension and the angle .
The following method is used to find LH1 and LH2 when each
leg of the bridle is under tension. Figure 8 shows a
schematic of the forebody bridle.
The tension loads in lines LH1 and LH2 are given by
Equations 115 and 116.
T, = TENS[ -sin~ cosa 2 + cos4 sina2 (115)
sin(al + a2) sin(al + a2)
sin~ cosOl cos! sinatT 2 = TENS [ cos + sinai (116)
2 sin(al+ a2) sin(al +a,)
The change in lengths of bridle lines LH1 and LH2
from unstrained length is given by Equations 117 and 118.
DL = T 1/KHl (117)
DL = T 2/KH2 (118)
The bridle spring constants, KBT and KBL in the
zodirections of forces TT and TL are given by Equations
119 and 120.
BT cos a2 2 1 cos a 21
KBT = sin(al+a2 ) KH1 sin(a+)} KH2 (119)
sin a2  2 1 sin2a, 2 1 (120)
-Hsin( +a (120)
1 H sin(a 1+a 2 ) KH2
__
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Now using equations 117 and 118
LH1 = LH1 + DL1  (121)
LH2 = LH2 + DL 2  (122)
If the value of LH1 and LH2 are now used in equations
(97) to (114) the confluence point will be translated
and TA and Bo will be used to give
new values of A, B, ~, 1, etc. Now the process is
repeated. This is done until *i - i - l< .5 degree.
If the iteration does not converge for i 10 , the
program will write out "ITERAtION DOES NOT CONVERGE"
and will continue on. It has been observed that during
some computer runs the iteration did not converge but
continued on to the next step without any noticeable
effect to the results. Usually, if the iteration does
not converge, a smaller At is needed. This of course
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3, Parachute Suspension Geometry
A typical parachute has many suspension lines.
To include the effect of each line separately is no
small task. Consequently, the suspension system is
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Since the parachute is symmetric, three quantities will
define its geometry (DLP, LS1, LS2). The following
equations result from this input:
--1
p 1= Cos [(DLP 2 + LS12 - LS2 2 )/2*DLP*LSl)]
--!
c2 = COS [(DLP 2 + LS2 2 - LS1 2)/2*DLP*LS2)]
LoP [( )D + LS12 - DLP*LSl*cos gpl]











= Lop cos Up
= L sin v
op p
Like the bridle confluence point the suspension lines
confluence point can also translate. Summing forces
in two orthogonal directions, and assuming the system
to be in equilibrium, yields
TENS*cos(I + v )= DLS 1*KS sin Epl+ DLS2*KS sin Ep2
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Expressing (127) and 128) in matrix form, inverting and
solving for DLSand DLS2 gives:
TENScos(I + v = KStin E sin p DLS131)
sin(p + v ) cos £Cos P DLS
P - . .
DLS 2  KS*sin(E + E 2) os El sin PiJ sin(p + v) (132)
Using equation (130) LS1 and LS2 are calculated.
LS1 = LS1 + DLS, (133)
LS2 = LS2 + DLS, (134)
If these values are used in equations (123) to (128) the
confluence point will be translated as shown in Figure
9, and new values of A and B will be used in the
P P
equation of motion. Unlike the bridle it is assumed
that neither side of the suspension lines will become
w slack. This motion of the suspension line confluence
o point is also included in the iteration process
U
o mentioned at the end of the preceding Section III-2.
It is possible to allow each suspension line to stretch
_z independently, thereby providin g a better simulation.
w To allow the parachute to change geometry under load,
remove the "C" from the comment column of the card CALL
SUSPEN in the subroutine SUBR. This allows entry to
SUSPEN and provides for stretch in the suspension lines.
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4, Spring Constant of Elastic System
When both bridle lines are'in tension, the spring
constant for the bridle is given by:
K = KBL*KBT (Ref Pg 28) (135)
[KBT*cos2 ~ + KBL*sin24 ]
Then the spring constant for the complete system is
2 *KS*KcpK2*KS + K (Ref Pg 22) (136)2o*KS + K~
If one bridle line goes slack the spring constant
becomes either:
K = KSPKH1 = 2*KS*KH1 (1372*KS+KH1
or
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SECTION IV - COMPUTER PROGRAM
lo Inputs
The format for all numeric inputs is 8F10.0. There
a couple alphameric inputs which use 20A4. The
following is a list of all inputs used to make a
computer run in the order read in.
ATMOS - Alphameric discription of atmosphere,
1 card
TIMEI - Alphameric statement, TIME SEQUENCE
OF INFLATION, 1 card
AREAI - Alphameric statement, AREA SEQUENCE
OF INFLATION, 1 card
TTI - An array of 16 variables representing
time inflation sequence, 2 cards sec
SSPI - An array of 16 variables representing
reference area of decelerator, SO,
corresponding to TTI, 2 cards m2
w MMA - An array of 16 variables representing
o added mass associated with the decel-
W
U
o erator corresponding to TTI, 2 cards kg
oIIYP 
- An array of 16 variables representing
pitch moment of inertia of the decel-
w
z
z erator corresponding to TTI, 2 cards kg-m2
TTG - An array of eight variables repre-
senting time for gust sequence,
1 card sec
VVG - An array of eight variables repre-
senting gust velocities corresponding
to TTG, 1 card m/sec
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AAM - An array of eight variables representing
Mach number of the forebody, 1 card
AAMP - An array of eight variables representing
Mach number of the decelerator, 1 card
AALPE - An array of eight variables representing
angle-of-attack of the forebody, 1 card deg
AALPPE- An array of eight variables representing
angle-of-attack of the decelerator,
1 card deg
CCA - An array of eight by eight variables
representing axial force coefficients
o'f the forebody, 8 cards
CCN - An array of eight by eight variables
representing normal force coefficients
of the forebody, 8 cards
CCM - An array of eight by eight variables
representing pitch moment coefficients
of the forebody, 8 cards
CCMQ - An array of eight by eight variables
representing pitch damping coefficient
of the forebody, 8 cards rad
w
CCAP - An array of eight by eight variables
w
u representing axial force coefficient0
of the decelerator, 8 cards
- CCNP - An array of eight by eight variables
3w
;3z representing normal force coefficients
X 5w of the decelerator, 8 cards
.. CCMP - An array of eight by eight variables
representing pitch moment coefficients
of the decelerator, 8 cards
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CCMQP - An array of eight by eight variables
representing pitch damping coefficients
of the decelerator, 8 cards
TTENS - An array of 8 elements representing
force in spring KS
KKS - An array of 8 elements representing
the spring constant, KS
Initial range of forebody
Initial altitude of forebody
Initial pitch angle of forebody
Initial pitching velocity of forebody
Initial velocity of forebody
Initial flight path angle of forebody
Altitude below which trajectory ends
Initial pitch angle of decelerator
Initial flight path angle of decelerator
Initial velocity of decelerator
Initial pitching velocity of
decelerator
Maximum value of torque from the
reaction control system
Forebody's pitching rate at which
the reaction control thruster is
turned on giving a torque of TOR
Forebody's pitching rate at which
the reaction control thruster
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DTVC - Length of time for reaction control
thruster valve to close sec
APBAR - Distance from c.g. of decelerator
to confluence point of the
decelerator suspension lines m
XBAR - Lateral c.g. off-set of forebody
positive up m
ZBAR - Longitudinal c.g. off-set of
forebody, positive towards nose m
S - Aerodynamic reference area of
forebody m 2
D - Aerodynamic reference length of
forebody m
M - Mass of forebody kg
IY - Pitch moment of inertia of forebody kg-m2
LTR - Length of riser line m
C - Damping coefficient of elastic
system N sec
DP - Aerodynamic reference length of
decelerator (same as Ref. dia. D ) m§ 0
I MP - Mass of decelerator kg
~ z
IYP - Moment of inertia of decelerator
fully inflated kg-m
DTI - Inflation time sec
T - Initial time sec
TI - Time inflation begins sec
DT1 - First integration time increment sec
DT2 - Second integration time increment sec
DTP1 - Number of integrations between
printout when DT = DT1
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- Number of integrations between print-
out when DT=DT2
- Time at which DT1- DT2 and DTPl+ DTP2 sec
- Time at which trajectory is ended sec
Length of first bridle line
(see Figure 7) m
Length of second bridle line
(see Figure 7) m
Distance along longitudinal axis
of the forebody from the intersection
of the body axes to the negative
harness attach point, positive toward
the nose (see Figure 7) m
Distance along longitudinal axis of
the forebody from the intersection of
the body axes to the positive harness
attach point, positive toward the
nose (see Figure 7) m
Distance along lateral axis of the
forebody from the intersection of
the body axes to the negative harness
attach point, positive up
(see Figure 7) m
Distance along lateral axis of the
forebody from the intersection of the
body axes to the positive harness
attach point, positive up (See Figure 7)m
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Length of second suspension line
Distance between the two suspension
line connection points on the
decelerator
KH1 - Spring constant of bridle
KH2 - Spring constant of bridle
HEADER - Title card for plot
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2. Output
At predetermined intervals (see inputs eee, fff), the









T, X, XD, XDD, VD, GAMDEG, AM, TENS, PHIDEG,
QX, CA, CAP
TORQ, Z, ZD, ZDD, VPD, GAMPDE, AMP, DAMP, PHIDDE,
QZ, CN, CNP
M, THEDEG, THEDDE, THEDDD, NA, ALPDEG, DYPR, LTO,
MUDEG, QTHE, CM, CMP
MP, XP, XPD, XPDD, NN, ALPPDE, DYPRP, LT, MUDDEG,
QXP, CMQ, CMQP
IY, ZP, ZPD, ZPDD, NAP, V, DP, LTD, CHIDEG, QZP,
K, CAAP
IYP, THPDEG, THPDDE, THPDDD, NNP, VP, RHO, DCG,
CHIDDE, QTHEP, C, SPI
LAMDEG, A, B, PHIlDE, PHI2DE, ABAR, BBAR, NUPDEG,
APBAR, BPBAR, LOP, VG
When a simulation reaches TTT or HHH, the computer will
write out"RUN ENDED BY CONSTRAINTS." It will then attempt
to read in more data cards to initialize for another run.
If the first card read in contains a "1l" in the first two
columns, the program.will CALL EXIT. Otherwise it will
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Before beginning each trajectory, a list of variables
will be printed out which mostly define the initial






LH1, LH2, A1BAR, A2BAR, B1BAR, B2BAR, L1, L2,
DL, LO, BET1DE, BET2DE
EPS1DE, EPS2DE, ETA1DE, ETA2DE, SIGlDE, SIG2DE,
LAMIDE, LAM2DE, LAMODE, NUDEG, AOBAR, BOBAR
K, KSPKH1, KSPKH2, TI, DTI, THEDU, THEDL, TOR,
DTVC, LS1, LS2, DLP
LOP, LAMOPD, NUPDEG, APBAR, BPBAR, EPSP1D,
EPSP2D, DT, KH1, KH2
Also printed out is the atmosphere used; the area versus
time inflation sequence; spring constant array, KKS(8),
and its tension array, TTENS(8); and the aerodynamic
coefficient arrays and their associated mach number and
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30 Fortran IV Program Description
A listing of the program may be found in Section IV-5.




2) Initialize and define certain variables
3) Call BRIDLE so that the geometry of the system
may be defined
4) Output data points on tape for later plotting if
T > TPLOT
5) Check time and altitude constraints (inputs ee
and hhh)
6) If constraint or output conditions are met,
write output
7) Advance the six coordinates through one time
increment (At) by use of Runge-Kutta numerical
integration
8) Check for increase in DT and DTP (input ggg)
W b Subroutine SUBR
2) Calculate torque available from reaction control
systemW
Z 3) Calculate gust velocity as a function of time,
2 )and density and speed of sound as a function of
w altitude
4) Calculate total inertial velocity, Mach number,
and dynamic pressure of the forebody and
decelerator
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5) Calculate flight path angle and angle-of-attack
6) Call AERO to determine the aerodynamics of the
system
7) Calculate bridle, riser, suspension lines geometry
under tension and iterate until the geometry
converges to one compatible to the tension in the
elastic system. After the iteration has converged,
the tension, damping, pull-off angles and rates
will be determined.
8) Call MATRIX to determine the equation of motion of
the forebody
9) Express equationsof motion of decelerator
c) Subroutine AERO
1) Calculate the aerodynamic coefficients of the
forebody and the decelerator as a function of
Mach number and angle-of-attack
2) Calculate the generalized forces acting on the
forebody
3) Calculate the reference area, apparent mass, pitch
w moment of inertia and total mass of decelerator
o 4) Calculate the aerodynamic coefficients of the
U
o decelerator (CNP, CMP, CMQP) during inflation,
assumed a linear increase
5) Calculate the generalized forces acting on the
o3 decelerator
w
L d) Subroutine MATRIX
1) Define the matrices DD(i,j) and EE(i)
2) Call CROUT so that the equations of motion of the
forebody are separated into a form suitable for
integration
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e) Subroutine BRIDLE
1) Calculate the geometry of the bridle, bridle
attach points and intersection of the body axes
of the forebody
2) Call SUSPEN so that the geometry of the decelerator
and suspension lines can be defined.
3) Write out pertinent information about the geometry
of the system
4) Define the initial position of the decelerator
with respect to the forebody
f) Subroutine SUSPEN
1) Calculate the geometry of the decelerator and
suspension lines
2) Calculate the position of the decelerator if
the suspension lines are allowed to stretch
g) Subroutine CROUT
1) Decouple the equations of motion of the forebody.
Equations (91) will be reduced to the form (92)
w
4 Sample Computer Run
U
0
Figure 10 shows Calcomp plots of 8 program output variables
,Z versus time for a sample computer run. Immediately
)w following this figure is a list of the input data used to
· 0
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-__ _ 0 ,-0- - _ _ __ _ _ _ - - -- - . . . . . ........................
0.0
0,00. , 0. __
0.0 ..............
-. 1 _ -. _ .. . ...-----~----C-- --. _....
0.0
-. 1 -.1 -.1 ...........................
0.00_ .0
... 0.0 . ---.- -..- -.. -.-.. ... -..
0.0
... 0.0 .... _~_..._. ..................................................... ~ _ .
' 7 
_ _ _ -
- -
. . 0.0 - --..- .- - -.-.- - - -.. -. - - -.-......- -.- -..
0.0
0.0 ..... ...................................
0.0 ....... 44482216,2 .....................
437817.09 437817.09 ..........
6096. 90. 0.0 187.452 -76. 0.0
-76. -76. 187.452 0.0
0 .0 9. - ._8. .01 ·
_65.532
12.35610- 3.9624 .__ 90482.2 __ 24404760. 15.240 875.633858 ___ __ __
46.0248 22,2.055 566732.76_2.
.3025 .._ ,025 __2 2. 100. 4___. __
36.576 6.0396 -12.192 24.384 1.9R12 1.9812
69.7992 69.7992 30 .48 1459390.3_5837561.2...........:
MA I N P DEPLOY THROH 1ST STA E OF REE FING_ ALT=609_6 M, V EL=_ 18.7.5/S.MGAM=-76 . D E O
SPACE SHUTTLE RODOSTERMAIN PARACHUTE_ DEPLOYME4T THROUCGH 1ST STAGE OF REEFING










----- --- -- - -- -
SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER,MAIN PARACHJTE DEPLOYMENT THROUGH 1ST _STAGE OF REEFING _.....__ - .. . .....
---'WC6E E G I T~ - '-~---~ ~~~-
_ ___ INITILAL VLUE, ENGNEERNG UNITS A REMETRIC (METERSNEWTONSEC) -- - ... ....





EPS1 EPS2 ETA1 ETA2 SIGI SIG2 LAM-i LAM. 2 ... LAM3 NU .. AORAR . _O. "AR...
KSPKB KSPKHI1 __KSPKH2 T-INF DT'- IN F THEDU THEDL .._ TORQUE . T-VALVE LSI . L
LOP LAMOP NUP - APBAR ... PRAR EPSIP .EPS2P .. DT .. H. _. KHZ
36.576 6.096 -12. 192 _..24.384 ._ 1.981 .. 1.981 .. 12.352 ... 24.464 3.. 6.576 25.199 8 9.230 4.645__
...... 9.560 85.220 161.0 90.135 9.084 76.135 1 70.770 4.645 18.645 18.645 23.976 8.056
555571. 547271. 761421... . 0.0 ..2.300 9.000 8.000 0.0 0.010 69.799 .69.799 30.4..
68.115 90.000 0.000 . 68.115] 0.000 .77.388 .77.38.. 0.025 1459390. 5837561.
SHUTTLEROCKET _MOTOR STANDARD EARTH ATMOSP HERE _____ __
MAIN PARACHUTE INFLATION TIME,: TTI( 1_6) _..._ _ _._.....'..._ ........ .- __..
.. __ 0.0 -- 2 -o000 10.000 14.000 30.003 38.030 1000.000 0.0 ---
___0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 . 0.0 0.0... .
MAIN PARAC.HUTE DRAG AGREA SSP.I(16)i__ ........ . ......
o-~o ........... 0.:o--~'-~- ~ -- ~'- .......0-o ... o~~~ 0.0_ .....o  ........o' ........... .. ~~~-2.787 371.612 371.612 1114.836 1114.836 3307.347 3307.347 0.0
,0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
__ _SPRN CONSTANT ARRAY, KKS(8)
._o__ .._o .. . ..... o.,o .. _ .- _-_-2 -_.-LZ.._-__. _~_-_- _-_-_~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.437817.1 437817.1 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 0.0_____o 0.0 . .__ .. _. .. . _~_.....~_~ ._ _~~
SPRING CONSTANT TENSION ARRAY_ TTENS._{ __} ...... ...









 ____i____ ________ ___
........... . - - - ~ -'
- . - - - . I
-1
_
- - -- - -- -.- - - - ..-- .
. - - - - - ___
AERODYNAMIC PARAMETERS
.o - - - - - . o- - --- -- -  o-. -.o -o - . . .
-6=0 ___MACH NUM-- EAR . . . Y........o o ...... -.- o, _ -.... .. - -. -
_.- .-...
Q_
FOR80ODY AXIAL COEF. ARRAYt AALP16) 
___ 
- - -- 
_
. .85 0 . 6. . 0 .8 00 -1. 0000 - 1. 2000_1. -O.55 .__-o.. 
-o__o_. o- --..
0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 110.0 0. 0.0 ' i
. 4.8500 2.3000 -C.6800 1.0000 - .00_ -1.1000 -0.5500 _0.0 -
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.-0 0.0
. .0 .0- 0.0--- 0.Q 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0. 0 .0 0..0 0. 0 0.0 0.0
0. 0 .0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
0.0 0.0 0.0 '0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0 00.. 0 .0 Q.Q 0.0 -.. -0 o O .
_0 -
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0--- 
_ -
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0
-0.0 0o. ... O 0 .0 o.0 00 0_. _____-_ Q_ j
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
- - -- FOR8ODY NORMAL COEF._ARRAY, CCN(8-1_6) --- -___ ___ - --- - - ----- -
0.0 8.5000 16.5000 17.0000 15.8000 10.0000 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0,.0 0,0 - -
..0.0 8..5.0.0 .....- 000 17.0000 _ .0.0O 0 .0 0 _0. 0 _
___ 0.0 -- 0.0 _0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.0 0.. Q-
_ 0.0 0.0 ... 0.. O.  0.0 00.0 .0.__ 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
__ 0.0- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0---. 0 0.0 ,O, -
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0,0 0 .O
0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ,0 -"Q
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O

























0 -1.7000_-0.500o0 0.0 1.3000 0o, o_ o.  .
0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0
0 -1.7000 -0.5000 0..0 _ .10 .3000 0.0_ 0.0 ... .. .... . ..
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0- 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 __ 0.0 0.0 ..
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 . 0.0 0.0 .. 0.0 0.0 .0.0 .
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .
0.0 0U .0 .0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 . .... . . .
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0 .
0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.0_ 0.0 0.0..
. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 .0.0
0.Q 0.0 n-n nA- nn -0n
FORBODY PITCH -DAMPING COEF. ARRAY, 'CCM,(i 8,16 --
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 __0.0 0.0 .. 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Q0 o0.o
0 . 0 0.~2r ~__~.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0. 0 0. 0 o.-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0.
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  ~__ 0  0 _ 0 0 o. ~ __p 0.0 0  ____ 0  __ . ~~ ____------~ ---- __~ -'.--- ~ ~ _~__ - - ---- -.-.------
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0 .. 0.0 0.0 0.0 .. 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0- O._ 0 0 00_ 0.0 0 0.0 _ 0.0 0.0~__ 0.0 _ 0.0 _ __
.__0.0 ....... 0.0 .... 0.0 .... 0.0 .....0.0 0.0 0..0 ....... 0.0 __ ______ _
0.0 .0.0 .0.0 0..0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0. 0 0.0 0O 0.0 0* 0











-- - ----- -
.1. .1 --- ......... -- .. -~----- - .- - --
AFTBODY ANGLE OF ATTACK ARRAY, AALPP(161 DEGREE __ - - - --
o.0o O.oo.o 90.000 0.0 -0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0_ o- o-- --
0.0 - 00 O.O .0 O.O O. 0.0 0.0 0. :- -- -- - -.---- --.-. -o~ ~ ~ oo .oo o.oo ':Zo-.  - -: o.0 .. ..o.  .....~.o ....
... 6 . - - 0 . . ... .......... ...........................
AFTBO0DY ACj NUMBER ARRAY.AAMPl81
0.50 00._0.000 0.0._ 0.0 .00 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0.....
-- - -Af TOOY AXIAL COE F.,, A RA YCCAP(8,16t - -- --- - ----- -- -- ------- -- - - --------- --
-0.00 0.50.0O OOO. 0 Q0O O9. 0.0 0.0
-... 0.0 0.0 _. 0.0 -.. 0.0 .0.0 ..... -0.0 ....... -Q - -. ..... Q -- - ,-_- - --._ - ---...
0.5000 0.300 . 0.1000 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0.0 -
0.0 0. 0.0 .0....0 0.0 0  -, 
--- -- ..- _-. -- - -
0.0 0.0 0.0- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0__ 0.0 00 0-00 
-- --- -- -- - --. .-0.0 Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.. -. -- -0 , 0
_0.0 ___ 0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0___- Q0. -, - --- -0.0 __ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 _0. __ _ ___
0.0 _ 0.0 _0.0 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Q Q -____ 
_-_ -
0.0 -0.0 - -- 0.0-- 0.0 - 0.0 _-pQ, 0.0 -. Q- -0.3 - --- --- , O_ - --- -___-- - - -
00.0 0.0 Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . -_O.Q--.O-- -- ___ __-
_ _ 0.0 _ 0.0 _ __ t 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 _____ _ __ _ _ ____ _ _ _____
_____ 0.0 __ _ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 _____ ______ _ __ _ __ ___ _____
-AFTBODY NORMAL COEF._ ARRAY_. CCNP8,__I6}-
0.0 o. 0.0690 0.6200 0.0 , .0 0.0 0..0 0.0 
___-
0.0 -- 0Q. _ .. 0.0 0 ___P .O .Q.O. - - ...O.-- .O
O.0 - 0.0690 0.6200 -O,0 -0.0 -, O - 0---OQ- ___--O.O___-____ --- . --- -- _ --, -
0.--OO-- . -OQ-OQ OQ .Q--00-- ---- --- -- -- - -
____. 0.0 ___ 0....o......O.O .. 0._.D....__.9 ___0.0.0.0__ _____ __. O_- __. _00. 0 Q.0 U. 0,0 O. 0o
_0.0 o o O, o. 0. ._.0.0 0.0_ _o.. .0 0.0.0 0.0 0.0 - Op QO Q 0.  ,_ 
-_ --- - - - -
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 _ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 ___ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.0 __ .0.0 Q.. _.O OQ.O -Oe--___O
0.0 0.0 0.0 _ 0. 0. 0  . 0..0
___ _ 0.0 0.0 0 0 O.op .- O .o oO 0. .0 oo o0o0 0oo 0.o
0.0 0.0 _0.0 0.0 0_ OQ Q. _ O QO
0.0 O . 00_ __.-°  .0 0,Q_ 0 0 0-° .Q tQ 0-




AFTBODY PITCH MOH COEF. ARRAYCCMP(_816)
0.0 -0.1000 -0.9000 0.0 0.0 0.3_  0.0 0.0
0.0 .-o 0.0 0. o0 0.o0 0. o_ 0.0 0. .....................
__ 0. 0 -0.1000 -0.9000 0.0 0.0 ._ 0. ...... 0 .. -
0.0 0.00 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 O . .0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.0 .
0.0__ 0.0 _ .. 0.0 .... 0.0 _,__ 0.0 _._ 0.0 ._.__.0.0 __ 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0 ..0.0 0.0 .0.0..
.... 0.0 ..... 0.0 .... 0.0 0...00 ... 0.0 .... 0.0. ..... 0.0 ... 0.0 ........................ - ........0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0._
0.0 ..... 0 .0 .0. .... 0. .000  0. _. 0.0 .0.0
. 0.0 0.0 _ 0.0 -0.0 . .0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.00.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0 . 0.0 0.0 .---
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0- ..-...
0.0 0.0 .. 0.0 0.0 00 .0 0..0 - 0..0 . .. 0.0
0 0A0.0 FT QODY P _ IT_ _ _ _QH . 0 . ______________________. AFo _BoD o C DAP_ IN oGO _ ... A.o_ o,.Ca.. o, o.
--- ,.-'~f:' ,.:.j"F TBODY. P!ITC i~ -6Ml#P [NG~_- cE F".'. _A'Y;"~[. _ CM -_i8';- ir 6)-~i'..............
=o. l '06j = i 0
.. 0.0 . 0.0
-.. -IOQQ_ -.0 .1C
0,0 0.0









_ _ 0._ 0.0
_0 O. .
... 0.0 .0.0
)00 0. 1000 0.0 0...0 0 0.0 
~0DQ.10Th o.Q 0 __0_.0.Q______.. ro______~___~~__~__~_ ________________
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 _0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 Q... 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 .0.0 __0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 __0.0 0.00.0 ~o~
0.0 .0.0 .0._0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ........ . ....
0.0 ... 0.0 0_.00 0.0 0.0 0.0-0 ....
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
.0.0 0.0 .. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.-... . .. . .. --0.0 0.0 O 0 0.0 0.0 0 . .
0.0 ..__ .0.0 ___00 0.0 0.0 0.0 ___0. ... :-O-
__ ... 0 .. . ....... ........
___ 0.0 0.0 _ 0.0 - --






-- - ... 1:
_ ___ _.







TIME RANGE HOR.V E L HORACC TOTACC GAMMA .. MACH NO .TENS I ON PHI .. QX_ _ C__ _p_,
..... TORQUE _ALTI TUDE VERTVEL -VER TACC ...TOTACCP AIP GAM .__MACH NOP .DAMPI G HI ..... Q ... . ...N .... _
... MASS THETA THEVEL ..... THEFACC ... AX-G __ALPHA ._ .DY-PR ...LTO .. MU ..... - QTHE . . . .C . -:
MASSP .__ _RANGEP Hr)RV ELP ..__ iORACCP_ .NOR-G .ALPHAP DY-PRP .. LT MUD ._ _. QXP .o...CMQ ..... CP..__..
.Ivy AL rI TUDE P VETELPVETAC__- LOCITY_ _DP .. .. LTD... ClItl ..... OP ...... K ........... C AAP____
IYP . fH ETAR. P ] E'_VLTH EACP 2T gB=P JVELOC TYP DE NSIY C . .I T .G HFP r SP
LAMDA.__._. A . PHI ...PHI2 .. _..ABAR .RBAR . U..... NP . . P'3AR . PAR .. LOP _......-..-.GUT_.. EL
0. '-00 4,05.3 -4.9 9. .... --. 76 0..... o.O6 3485.7 -46.. -441099... -0.72111 ... 5..0000
0.0 609o6.0 -1_._ -8644 -60.... ._ 0: 86_ 7___-- _ 0.0 10224)..L 3.1111 0 00_. _______. 
90482 .20 90.9 ) 9 -O-. Q .5 -01 * _ i68 86.6,L.aL4Th4. 6L 1 i 227216- LL.44 Az.0._=22
.. 2408.055 -28.22 _._ 45.35_ ..- 1.26 . _0.50 ..-__OO 0.3....,+'4.61 . _. . 5.25 .. _ 0.0 -3868. -0. -0 100 -
_ 24404760. 6200.0 .I1j1.9. -4_-.42 .0.4 . .... 187.5 _ O 46.0 . ... 0.0 .- 14.0 15515. 5574P.. . 1.4..
........566732.76.. -76.00 . '3.0 . ......0.00 .. .-0.23 . 187.45._0_,653 LD 00 .. 108.50 0. 0 . -0... 875.63 ....- 2.79 _
18.64 -3.69 14. 79 ........ 9.08 .......76.10 23.88 8...06 0. .00 68.12 3.00 . 68.12 .. 0.0
05... :l...99,_ 2 . ... - 4..9 ... .....6..._ 0 ..... 93 .0. -- . ... ..-439923- - _L._9 _' 0 0, o
0.0 6086.9. _ ..- 182.3 -8.5 __ 15._.5 _ _ -76.0 .... 0.6 _. 589. 1 -..3.9 ... 102548 . 3.0879 .......00032 ___
-90482.20 ... 90.00 ..___ 0.03 0.48 -0.87 _ 16.6.10 11_530. ...... 15.24 _. -.0.02 .. 226609, . 0.4014 _. 0.0000 ..
2426.335 -25.96 .45.16 -5.86 . .0.50 ....0 03_-144+7._79 ... 1 5. 2 6 ...-. _O. -0  .. -16628. -0.0 . -0.10J3..3_
____24404760). .. 6191.7 _-181.6 14.3 -1.6 [ 87.. 46.0. 0.7 .- 14.0 666097. 557486 .... ... . .
566732.76 -76.00 -0.00 -0.02 -0.23 18 7.14 0.65380 00 108.51 0.90 ..... 46... 875.63 .... _. 120.1_
.1. 6t -). 6 ..kt.. g3_0 76 lfd: 8 ___6 _Q 6b; 68. 17 OO.
0.100 4.5 4 4.9 .- 50. 9-606..-- -438669. ,.- 0.71855 0.50000 Q_
0.0 6077.8 ._-1R2.7 ..... -. 8.2 2.4.6 . __ _ -76.1 ...... 0.6 . ....... ]827.9 -_ -- ......-1.8 102837. 3.0645 .....__.0.0005 __
90482.20 9. 0.00 0.05 0.34 -0.84 166. 21 1.1584.94 . 15.24 .....-0.08 ..... 225962. 0. 39.e4 -....- 0. 0000__
2444.555 -23.7 1 .44. 80 -8.09 0.50 0.07 ._ 11329.45 - ...... ......- 1.75 .... -29092. _-0.0 ... 0. 1]000....
2440%760. _6182.6 -10.6 23.3 -2.5 _18.2 46.0 12.1 -13,_91 _6_7O_,. 55_70..5. O,6
. 566732.776. -76.00 0.34-.. -).01 ___ - 34 ... -0.23_ .1865.07 _ .65440 03 .. . .108.59 -- 1.76 189. 8 75.63 _.....2 1.21__
.. 196 ... 3.6.. 14.. .____9.7 - 92__230_ _ . ___,_ 0. ..... 68.12 ... 670.00 bS.l .0.... ._.. ...
__ 0..:::. 150 __ _ 6.7 ___ 44.6 e_ _-5-_ -, 91 _6. .6. 2 -_ __76 4. 8.. -43 72 7 7 ...... -07.71726 ...... 50030__'
- 0. ....6068.6 ........ 1-3.1 .......- ..... 20.5__. 76 .1....... 0.6 ..... 3171.1 -........4-2 .. 103094. .3.041 ....... 0..0007_
.... 9' 2.. 0 90,01 _.0006 4 -o.2 113_73_3 15.,2 -O.. 1 6 225242 - Q-39
. 2462. 8 35 -.._21. 8 .r.4.. _ -7 1 _ ...... _._O.......11194.32. ....15.41 ..._-_ 2. )33 ..-....-412.27 ....-0.0 ...... 0.1000.
. 24404760. 6173.6 -179. ___ ......._- 2 -. ...... 2L __ 1.5 . . . 45.0 .....5.3.6 .. ......-13 . .1542t 557530. .... 15.2...
_ 566732.76 ..- 76. 0 0 -0.05 -1.l 82 ........0.23 ..  1847.0.65510 00__ 108 72... .2.38 ... 68.. 875.63 __..__30.45 ..
.... _ 18.6] .... -3.69 ._1.96 .. ... 9.0.6 7.75. 58 .. _ 23.94 ....06 0.00 ..... 68. 12........ 0.0 . 6.1......0.0
Zk ao ... ... . .... 0'0 .... .3.. ', 9 • 4 . r A35.6 93. -0.- 71L7;;- f )on 0.. ..
0.0 6059.5 -183.5 -6.7 6.2 ..- 76.1 .0.6 ...4058.3........ .- 2.5_ ... 103308 ..... 3.0177 ._.0 .0,003 9._
9....0482. 20 90.01 0.05 040 -0.68___66 ,2...16 _ 38 .__._.15.24____0.24______...... 224423.._ 0.3923 .__.. 0000....___
. 2481.055 ___ -19.27 _ 44.1 1 -3.77__7 _. ...... 00,_1.3 1117.72._ 15..56_ _2.19 _ -5332-1 ... _-0.0 ... 0..1-,G003 .....
24404760. 6164.7 -- 178.8 __ 4.9 -_0,6...4... 1dS.B.. .3.7...._ ........... 6_ _ -13.7 .214073. .557554......../.9,B._._ 0 +:
566732.76_ _-76.O -Q .. -0.21 -5.7 . 25 184. 140.65580 00 .P108.93 ...... 2.40 246. 875.63 .......39.67l
_118 5ig____J 5_~ 70 15_12 9 8j 7 - - GI --2 -4-0.0 .,-a7 0,_0 6 8,. 1 2 g.00 6,- R t n' (Dg
02A.50 l! __ .. 2_.U I5...1 9 i .L.2t. _.0 B..f .... .-4,9 -43390.__ 1.41. 0..00
-.- 0.0 60.50. 3 -183.8 -5,6 ___ · _ ._ 76.2 5 ·08 -5 1 6_._ 103476 ..... 2, .994. 0.0011__
Lo
__90. 482.20. 90,01 __3.02 -0.93 -0.5_ 7__ .1.66_ 5 2_._1_ .7_1 5. ._ . 0. 5, Z _4 -D. Z9 _223500 ..... 03893____ 0._000.. Lo
___2499,305 -17.07 44.01 0.37 0.56 -O 16 1._.14_.7 15 .7. 7__7 6.97. 5  8 1 -_-O.. 0 .-- . ._I_ Q0
24404760. 6155.7 -178.9 -12.7 1.3 189.0 46.0 4.7 -13.7 264492. 557565. 24.4
566732.76 -76.03_-____ -.0.57 -9.07 -r0. 2 8____184..26_0,6_564 D6. 4F0_0__109.. 17 .__ I .,54 ... 7._.... . .7007 5..63 48.. S ..9 9
'18.55-,72 3.0 _A..1 _ 5.29___ 2, O37 9_.0.1 ?__,9____2._ .1 ..... 8 0 .0002 .0.10__
-i
C GOODYEAR AEROSPACE PROGRAM ZK886 - - - -----
c ASSESS.4ENT OF L:)A[)S iESULTING FPOM PARAC-UTE DECELERATION SYSTFM4 -- --
C -- CONVERTED FOR MSFC U'4bEK' .'SA CONTIRAC- r ASd-29144 - - ---- -- ------------ !
HMPL IC I r RE AL*e( A-H,°.O-L. . --- --- ----- ..-.-- - .......
REAL Tq(302)YA( 302,YiU _#_2YC_3_ 2..Y( 3_O2L YE 32 tYF_{330?2) _t 3- 2. .. .--... ...-.----.-
i YGC302),Yrtd30. ),HEAr)ER{ltI'
DOUBLE PRE-ISION LAMI:)E LA:42DEt)ELAM__DENUDEG tLAM3PD!KS_ -- , ,,
I KSPKH2 LT R, MJ,4U,LH,LH2, LLLOLAM.LA2,LMONU , .................................... -..
2. tMUOEG, 4UDDEG, NAP, NNP, L AMl, LA.Ml)E GLS I,LS,L)P,LAMOP,NJPNJPDEG -- --- -
--- -3, M, D i Y I YP I L y p  T, L TC t NIA ;N';K; KSK.PK -- - -. ). -'- __-- .'-  ...---- .-.....- =.. -- - -.. ..
4,NMMA(16), 4A,IIY P(16), KfLt Kd,3'KIH1KHk2, KPIi-,(kSi) .H _ __ _. - .. __ . - - -.... .................
ol 4E NSIJ oTMS... (O) IMtM1(23 ,AREAII _t2 j 2-
CUl.iM'iT, T Dr X t Z, X P, ZLP T HEt r, TIEP, XD,tL D XP3 Z P O, T-ED, T1EP) ,GA -,SAMP ,. - .-.---
IALP,ALPPtAMAtl P,DYPR, DY PkPRIIllS,SP, DLDPIMP, y ? IYPLT rLTOLT - -:: .. ... .L.L... . .-.-..
2JCGCK ,CA, CN,CM,CMQ, CCA(8, 1. ,CCN( 8,L6) ,CC.( ,.16) CCM)(8 {16)';CAP _- -.- - ....... .--
3CNNP',Clit,CMQPCCAPI, 16C CClPI 16tCC6 (8, 16 aI;P(8,1Bt V t CVP',G C8 ,-6 .- V -. . ,-, , ,,, ,,,--
4R,AA(6,4) ,OI)(3, 3 EE(3 ),FF (3) ,X ,QZ ,QX Pt ZP!Q rIIE,QT HEP,APBARAXtAI, X.A,-----------
5Z ARtAAYI( ),AA4Pl ),AAL PF' ( 6l .LPPE(L ,6 II N, IIOUT ___
6DADTHE E -)AI)T H P vOi3DTHP, AqDTIAE, iiATHiA, , A, ., Ciii,. 3 0AR, Iu  I, CHI D MU  ,PHI , SP - -... .------ -.-- - - - .--
?7P iO,PH I ,P tl 2,IL T,3 E T2,Et S1, PS2,K PKHL,KSPKH2,LTR,D_ tOL, - -- ____ .---- -. -- . -.
8S IG1, S I G2, ETA I ,ETA2, T EN S, A 4P, STH E, CTilE, STHEP t. THE PLll ,LH2 ... -.-- -
..... 9A lBAii, ARi2 BA ,[ B3AR B ,BZB iAR, I~ '3 A? BAKI 1' 2R, LA3 L ]. t.L N - - --q ! L A,2.- ----_ .L-.. -. .--.-.-- -. ---.. .-
COUMM..ON T OR,T t!)U, rHtOL. iTV, rT:JP, ,o :13). ! A, 4,TI,CONF ,DT I, CDAB - . -....---
il.TTI(1.1[. ISSP I ( .I L. LL S L P! L A Mt i .UPi B.P i AR , E t'S PlJPSP __ D_ L P KS
2, MMA,MA TT ( ), VVGc(8) VG,l IYP, KBLKBKH_ l IH2rr ENs- _ - - - -----,-__- _ .......-.-
3CINT( 20),AALP( 16),AAL PP ( 16)_ . = _ - - - - -. .... .......... . ..... -
--- FORMAT(BFIO.O{U -.. . .. . . .... .. .... ... .. ....---- ---
50 FORMAT ( LHt 9X,'T IME ' ,6,'RAt'E',5X,-:VEL't' " -A:, 4X ---- _ -- .- -- --- --A- 4
IeTlJTACC',4X,tGAMMA",5X 0MACH N[],i" X,'Te T4SI3leN,3XtItH[ m7Xt QXJt
z-- X; 2 C :i.',; irXA' / ILX, ' TORUIE' t 4X ' ALTITUDE' ,_2X, 'VERTVEL'L X, ,
3' VERrACC ,3x,t 'rTACCP', 3X, 'Gi.AP ,4X, MA -IN: N',2X,'A S - - - -- - - -2--
43X,, Piil,), ,x,' ' '6x , ' CN',' ' CNP!IJX- MAS' I, 6X ,______r He ',SX, ...- --. .- . .--- ---
5"'THEVFL',4X, THFACCt,4X,'4AX-',6X,'ALP-IA',5X,'DY-PR' ,5XLTOt ------..0... ----... -_..'-- -.
67X, ' ~ U ' ,8X, I QTIE' I 6X, 'C6 4I X," CMP'/1MXt ' M AS S P I 5§Xt 'R4AGEP' t 4XL - - - ---- - -
7' H:RVEFLP' x 1 _I 1R AC_ P', 3X, NOIR-G', 5,'ALPHAP' .X1 Y--PPP' ,X, I
8'LT , 3 X t 'MJD', 7X, 'XP ' 7Xt 'C 7 ' ` . XP_'.'. _*/_IOXC I . ,8X, ' ALTI TUDEPt ___ . - - -... -.. . . --. -. -..._.- .
- 91X,'VERTVELP ,2X,'VERTACCP',2X,'AX-GP',5X,'VELJCITY',2X, 'UP', I . - --. _ ------- ----- . .---
18 X , 'LTI), 7X, CHI ' ,7X, 'QZP ,7X,' K_,9XttCAAP _/lOX,__IYPP, 7 X ,' HETAP', - - - -
24X, 'THEVELP' ,3X, ' T HEACCP' 3X, 'OR-ZP',4X, VELOI TYP', 1X, 'DENSI TY'___ - - - --
3, 3X, 'DCG' ,7X.CHID' t X, 'QTilE,5X, C .X, SP_/OX,'LAMD_ A5X - - -.
4'A" 9X, I'BI, t 'I, Pk _6XuP'{ [ 2' ,6X,_.A6AR' ,6X,'BAR' ,6X,'NUP',7X j,
5'APBAR' 5X 'BPBA',5 XL P','  LJP'?XGUST VEL'// I
51 FURMA1T 8X,FB.3,1X,_IF9. I,IX) ,F9.0,2X,2_F8.5_2X)/ . . ......... __-
-_ IX,9(Fd.1,2X)tF9.0, IX2(F8.4,2X.)/ - ---- _---- -- ---- ----
28X,Fa.2,2X,8IFR.2!2X) ,FI.3 J 2(1F9.,2XK/ -_ __ - -- _-_-_-_-
-_3_ 38X,F93.3,2X, 8(F.2,ZX) ,F9.OIX -2(F.---4,2X----/---'
47X, F9 .0, 2X8 (.FB.1 2X ) F F9.L F 1X, F 8.1/ - t
58X,6(F9.2,IXi,EID.4,2F I(F.B.2t2Xt.F,_.K)/ -- - -,--,_JFC2- 2X/
68X, 12(F8.2tZX1/) - -
52 FORMATi///2OX,RUN'- E'NDED BY CONSTRAINT'I/) /- -----
53 FOQMAT(/IOXBF1O.3/.1XBFJ133/) --
55 FORMAT(/IOX,'SHIUTTLE ROC<ET Mi3T3R'5Xv20A4) 4 -
56 FORMAT(/10X,2oA4)
5B FORMAT(IH ,IOX,'SPRING CO'STA4T ARIAY, (KS(8)'/)
59FORHMTT(1H ,lOXI,81(FlO.l/ - - ----------- ---
60 FORMAr( IH ,IOX,_ SPRING COq4STANT TENSION ARRAY, TTENS) /) _
.. 61 FORMAT(13A6,A2-)
I IN =5 ------ 
----- -- .------ 
- -
l _0' 6T=6
hEAD( IN,2 1 AT'4nS
READ(I IN,2) TIMEI
PEADI(IN,21 AREAI -- - ------
READ(IIN,1) TTI, SSP I IMMAt _L YP
REAP IIN,ll) TTGtVVG -. -.-- . . . . . .- - --
REAflI.IN,I I..AA'4,AAMP,AALPF,AALPPE
DO 20 1=1,16
_AAl.P( I ) =AALPE( I /57.2958 - - ---
A2 ALPP(I)=AALPPE(I)/57.298 .
REA) 1 4,I1 (CCA( I ,J ,J=1 ,16 )- . .=1............................................................ -
READ(IIIN, 1) CC(lJ J_, 16) .1 l, 8) -. -----
READIIIN,I (CC(IJ), J-J=, 161),1=l,8
REA i I t, I (CCm-( I , J) ,J= ,16) ,l=1,81 -- - - --_- -
RPEAr)I IN,1) (CCAP(Ii ,J I,.J-= .6 .1l=l1,8)
READ(I IN,1 (CCNi'l([J),J=1,16), =l 8
READ(IIiN, lI (CCMfl pi,J) ,J-1,IJ.,1L,8) -
_____READI IN, 1) I(CCM'JP( I, J)_J=l.. ,6), I=1,8)
READ(I IN,1) TTENStKKS
105 PEADI( IN, 1) X, ZfE,THFDtV,;AMLHHH_ 
____ 
_ __
IF(x.F:.l.. GO Ti) 903
REArD(IIN,.1) THFP,GAMP,VP THE-PD _f
PEA13I I l1)T , !- T ,QTHE)J,THE]L,0TVC
READ( INI,l) APBAR,XBAk, ZBAK
READ)! I Ii, ) S,i),M, IY,l'TR,r
____ READI IN,I) DP, MP, IYP,DTITI 
-
READ(I I.,:1,) T,!3)T nT , 2,DTP, IDTP2,TDT C,Trr
READr(I INr1 LHtl.112,4 1ABA22ARlBAR,iZBAR - - - ---
READ( I IN, 1) _LSI, L S2,DLP,_ [ilLK1H2 - - - - -- -__
RFAD(IIN,61) HEADER























- - - .-
CALL B-RIDLE ................ -.--.-.-.-
WRITEI I OUT 551 ATMlOS .. ... -.--.-.----- ------ --
WR! rIF !.oUT, 561 r!ME i







'WR ITE I lOUlT, 59)1 KKS( I I ,1-1, 8) .
W i TE I )Jl' T h..60)
-WRITE I UT, 59) T rENS(I .)- =1,8 8
17 FOPMAT ill, LOX, 'AFRU)YNAMI. PARAMETERS// .....
18 FnRMAT(LOX,' F(ORdU3DY ANGLE OF ATTACK ARRAY, AALP(16 DEGREES'/) I
3 FnRMAT(21 IX,FJ.3/))----
4 FOKr r ( _ OX lMACH __I!MUFR KK ARRAY, AAM ( /
5 FORMATI 1- , IOX, 'FURUBIDY AXIAL COEF. ARRAYt CCA(8__ 6)') - - / --- .6-- ____-
6 FORMAT(X ,8(F3.4)/)) 
- -- 
-7 FORMIT( IH ,IOX,'FORBOIDY NRMAL COEF. ARRAY, CCN(t,L 6/) I/b_
____8 FtlRM.^iATI IH, 1 lox F -lR83u) YPI T C H ZiO 0EF. ARRAY CC8,1 ) . ---- ---. - ------- ---- -
9 FORMAT(lH ,10X,f'FO R BO DY PITCH )AIIPING CEF.- ARRAY, CCMA'. 18,,6) 6 '__- -tI -.---- -
__ 10 FOR?'AiT(_ ± I1 :.IOX .FHt¥ AN,;LE OF ATTACK ARRAY, AALPPIS() DEGREE'/)
11 FORMATI H , LUX, 'AFT;}:)DY.4C. ._U1.BE-_ A.RY,%AMP(8)'/)1l Fo~tilrilH tl~xA-r-f:J~ H4Cd~ ~ MuMB a A-RyAM  / ~- '-- ~- -- - -- `- -- - -- -`- - ~----~-- - -
12 FORMAr(IH ,10X,'AFTBODY AXIAL COEF. _ARRAY _CCAP(8,16)'/) ....
= 13 FORMATI( LH , OX, 'AFIHODY N3R'4L COEF. ARRAY, CCNP(,S'/) ) i
14 FORMAT I 1l, OX, 'AFTF3JDY PITCH .MI CFF. ARRAY, MP( 8, 16./) -I - - - ---




WR I TE( I OUT,3 (ALPE J) ,J= I, 16'. --
-____ WRITE( IOJT,4) 
-- -- 
-I
WRITE (IOIUT,16) (AAM(J)J , _J.=1i) -___ - __ - - - ------------------__ - - -
........ WRITE(IOUIT,5)
W RIF. ! T.,6L._A. CCA( I IJ) J 1,6 =18 ... I-
WRI TF ( I OUT, 7l-- - I FIlO ,7) -...= .... ... ..............-. ...... - _ - - _............ ---- - ----- -
WR ITE 1OUT, 61 CCN iI I,J ), 1 1 __. -I6- 8-) -___ __
WRITE(IOUT,BI) - . - . . . . . - .---- -
WRITEIIOUT,6) I CCM( It J)1J=161) I=1 , I=,8)
WRITI IOULJT, 9)
WRITE(IOUT,6) ((CCMQ(I ,Jj t1,J=l6i=1,8)
WRITEIIOUT, 10)
R I WRITE1( lOUT, 3) (AALPPE J.J=16__ .-.1, 16'
WRITE(IlOUT, 12)
WR I TE(IOIT.T,6)( 'AAP(J),J= 1,
WRITEI lOUT, 12) - -
WRITE(IOUT,6) ((CCNP(I,J),J=-116 1 1t=1,8) -- --
.W .. I.T_ -_- .-1 C..J_ -.-_L 6 )._t. - - -3 8 ...
WRITElIOUt 14) (. tn
WIRITE( IOUT6 6 I ICC P. _ j6L= 8) Ln
WRITEIIOUT,15) .....
WRITE( IOUT, 6) ( CCM4QP ( I ,J),1, 16)1 =l I
. . . ................. . - - ................. - - - . ..............- - - - - - -
19 TOKQ=0O.
THEDU= THEDJ/57.295







-- --- -- -- - - - - - - -i
99 IFIZ.LT.HHH) Cf)SST=O.
IF(T.GTr.TrT CONST=O.
IFIJJ.EQ.I) GO TD 101
DTPC=I)TFPC+ .
. IF(DTPC.LT.DTPI.GLO To 102 . ..... .
- II .L. 9-TO 101 -
-- - - ---------------------- 
--------- - -
--
I .L... .... .. -R--IF ig---or--._ 
_--- 
-- o- ------ -------- -w~lTfl]Jt 50 - ~------"-- - - ~ - ---- - -- - - - - -~ ~- ~- -- '--- -- -- ----- ---- ----- --- -
JJJ=1
__. 101 CALL SRIJR
THIIDLE=THElD *57.2958
THEODE=TH E 5 7.2958 
-_ 
- -=
AL PDEG= AL P.5 7. 29-5
PHIODEG=PHi*57.2959 - -- -, -- - -





ALPD)E = A LPP*57 .2')5 8











Plll dE=PH 1 *57.2958
PH2I )E=PH ,1257. 2958._
DCG=DSQR( (X-XP ) 4*2t(Z-Z-_P) **2] - - - - - - - - -- -__ _-_
XDD=EE (1
ZDD=EE(l 2)
TH E DDD=EE (3157.2958
XPDD=FF ( - ---
ZPDD=FF(2I
NAP=I(XP)OD*CfTIEP+ZP DD-STfHEP )/GR
NNP=( Z PD*CTHEP-XPD D*STHEP UGR L /-|
NA (XDD*CTHE+ZDDOSTHE)/GR 
- M
NN= (ZDL)*C T4 E-XDD*STHE )/GR CIQ
THPDD =FF (31 *57.2958 
-CAAP=CAP4SPI -
-
VD=DSQR rTIXDD**2tZDD**2__ oo o.
_ V__vP)=O soAl T ( XPD4**2+.ZP)D*_ 2),.






- - - - -. - -- - - - - -
i
2THEDDD,NA,AL PDEG,DYPR LT, U DEGL.THEJC__ , CMP._P,XP,XPXPDDN - - -- - - -.-. -- - -__
3ALP POE ,DYPRP, LT, MU)DF GtQXP, C4, CMHPYZ PtZPD, ZPDD, NAP, V, , P L TD- -. -..
4CHI[pEG,,)Z P, KCAA ,IYPTHP)E , TH PnDE, t PDD,N P VP,RHOU,DCG,C H [ r')F, -
5Q Th FP iC SPI ,LAMOEG, A, , PHI IDE, PHi. 2DE. AAAR,t BB4RNUPJEG,AP BAR, BP4 -.. -- -- ,.-, ,












102 I F ( CJNSrI 10314, '0 Z 0 - . - -
200 COlNT I N.) E
CALL 'LTRAJ(THtYAYB9YCYY DL L,I3 1,Z4,2 t5,HEADER) )- 
-
--- .. CALL PL TiAJ TMtYF.YFYG.YL. .10,.7,L1 6, 8 EADER) --
GO TO 135
-104, WR I TE(!)UT,52}
- 
I. 
- - --. -.. - . - -_____
COST= 1. .
rco T'] lo 01
__103 DO 74 J=lt+4 - - -- _ _ - - - _ -
CALL SU3R
. D n -DO 75 1 1,3 .. -
75 AA( I,J) = EE !I)*Dr - . - ... .
DO 76 1=4,5
76 AAII,JI=FF( 1-3)*DT
GO TO (1,72,73, 7_. .73, ?4. _ 
-










- ZD= Zf)+ AA( 2, 1 /2.. 
_




T= T+ T/Z ..........
GO TJ 74
72 X=X+AA I,I)*DT/4.





THEP=THEP+AA (6,1 )*DT/-. ('I
XD-=X-AA(1,1l /2.+AAC 1 212/Z. OD H
ZD=ZD-AA(2,1)/2.+AA(2?,2)/2.
THED=THED-AA(3,11 /2.+AA3,2 .)/2.
-. - - -. . - -- - ............
XPI)=XP)-AA( 4,1)/2. +AA(4t21/2.
ZPD=ZPD-AA(5,1./2.+AA(5,2)/2.
-GO O 7 -- ---- ------- - -- -- -- ·------- ------T .HE PD=THE P-AA( 6b , /2.-AA(6 _,2)/2.
GO TO 74
73 X=X+DOT* XD/2.-AA(1L', )4.+AA'1,2 )/4.1 -!--- - ----
Z=Z+OT*(ZD/2.-AA[ 2, 1/! /4.+AA(2, 1/4. 
-
-- HE=THE+DT*(TiEI) /2 .- AA( 3,1)]/4.+AA.(3,2 /4.) -- - -- __-
XP=XP+)T1 *XPD/2.-AA(4,1 )/4.*+AA(4,2)/4.
ZP=ZP+!OT*ZPDO/2.-AA( 5, 1)/4.+A4 ( 5,2)/4 ...............-- - -...................
THEP= TIEP+DT* I THlPD/2 .- AA b, 1 /4 .. AA(, 2 14. ........
XO=X)-A( L1, 2)/2.+AA( 1,3) 
_
ZD=Z!)-AA(2,2)/2.+AA(2,3)
THED- : Ili)-AA(, 2 )/.+AA (3,3 _. _
XPi)=XPl)-AA(4,21/2.+AA(4,3).
ZPI)=ZPO-AA5,92)/2.+AA(S ,3) ----- --- ---- - ---..- . --
THELPO==rFP)-AA(,, 2/2.A-(,(3J . . -- - -.,--- --- A
T=T D)T/2.
74 CONTINUE
--.. XD=Xi-Aa 1,3} 
. ..
Z) =Z!)-AA( 2, 3 }
THED=T'IEO-AA(3 ,3)
XP I= XP )-AA ( 4, 3 -
ZPI)=ZPI)-AA(5, 3)
THE P:)=T_ _Pg)-A _ (G 3)
X=X-DT*(XD+t4A( L,2}_/2o -.1 __ 
____ -__ -___
L=Z-UJT*(ZDtAA(Z,2)/2.)
TiHE=T 1cE-DTt { THED.+ A 4.3 _2 )/12 * -
XP= X-l)r * ( XP l)+AA4,2)/2- 
--- --- ----- --
ZP=LP-!)r*{ZPD 4AA(5,2)/2o.)
rHEP= THFP- -* T -T E Pi)+A A ( 6, 2 }/2 )
X X +X_)i A+(-AA( 1, )(+AA(1,2[tAA 1,34 1T 
___6.
Z=Z+Z* )T t( AA ( 2 1 +JAA I2 2.)_+AA(2, 3_) *DT/6. 
- -
THE= TrE + THEJ4*L T+A( A ( ]3,1 ) 4 4(. 3, _..4(3,3) ) 3T/. 
--
XP=XPXPFr)*nOT +(AA 4, ! )+ A( 4_2)*AA(4, 3} *DT/6. 
-- 
-
.ZP=ZP ' ZPo * D T + A( 5,1) +AA (5 2 )+AA(5 1 3) )*).DT__/5. -
THEP=THEF +T HFP *) T+LJA1 6, 1 )+AA6.2) + AA 6, 3) D T./6.
-XD=XD-( AA(1,1)+2.*( AA( 1,2) +AA4 1,_3! 1 +AAl 41/6. 
___ _
ZO=Z34-(AA(2,1 )1+2ZAA!2* .2,+AA(.231 2.+AA'2,4)_,/6. 
_ ____../-__





THFPO=THEPD + LAA(, ·j ( .*AA(6L 2)+AA( 6,I3)+1_AA( 64) )/6.
IF(T.LE.TDTC} GO TO 99 _ _
DT=DT2
DTP=DTP2
GO TO 99 -
--





IMPLICIT REAL8 !_A-HO-Z) W
DOUBLE PRECISlION LAMIDELAM20E,LA4ODE,'JUDE3,LA4OPD,KS,
IKSPKH2,LTR,MU,MUDLHILH2,LlL2,LO,LAMI,LA42,LAMO,NU
2, MUDEGC, MJD DEG_,NAP, NNP, LAAM, L AMDEG, L S ,LS2 L0P L4MOP,.NU .P, .NU P-ES G-- - -
3, ,MP ,i Y,YP, LT LTD,LTO, LNA,NN, K Kt.LKS . __K_! t_
4,MMAI( 161,MA,I IYPI 16I ,KBL,K1T,KHIKH2tKPHIjKK_ S - - -....- --.
COMMON T,Dr,X,L,XP ZP,T H,THEP X IZ) L XP,_Pr).T-E D, THE PiD,AM GAMp ---- --...--- -.. -- .
IAL Pt 4LPP, AM, A;P, DYPR, L)YPRP RH SI,  t S , D? t P IMMP_ I Y rPt LTt LTOL.T !) --. - -. -.- --.--- --- - -
2)_CG_.t. IC CA r, l _'iLJ'CcA_, . . LtC N ( 8, 16, .LCC'1LA .QI_. LU ,). 1L .C
3CNP, CMP, CMQP, CC AI (8 1 61 CC"P(dl t),CCMP (B, 8).6 ,CC4:)P I 16, V, VPP - -. - -----....... --- , · ,-, .-.. . - -
4R,AA(b,4) , 3)(3,33 ,EE (3) ,F F 3) QXQZ t (XP, ZP, QTiE ,lP,APo AR, tX.'A -- - .... - -----
5ZBAP,AA4 8 t AA'4P( ),AALI'E Ib, AALPP F( 16) , I N, II UT, - - - .--
6DA THE ,Ir)RDI)HE , JADTHIP, O;lrI-HP ,4BARI4RAt , -R, ,-3AR At B,.CHCI , I . , -M-J.M! PHI-JS, . ...- -. ,
7PH[nItPH[HltPil2,BETlrlETZvPSIEPS2,KSPKil ,KSPK1I2,LTRL, - -- - -- -- -
aSI L I ;2, ETAIF ?Tr AF2 T EIN.S ,O4 S T.H ,CTHF STHE llTi FliJL2
CO.MMJUN rflR, TIHEJlJ, THFIrL, )OVC ,T}RQ,B Il) , LAM, T t CNF ;)TI ,CDA -
1, T i L16 , SS PI 16 ) , LS1 ,LS2, L L APNPNBPAR,EPSP1, FPSP2,L, KS -...........................................
2,MMA,M,,TT;I8 VV,VV G(8) ,VG,I YP,KBLKBTKH KH2,TTTENSI , KKS , - - -
3CONTI 20, AALP 16), AAL PP116)
I 1=1{__
G=G(R*(R/(Z+RI 42
C RREACTICN CONTR ROL SYSTE:-l -
---
IFTRQ..EO.O.. GD TO 49
IF ( THEO.(,;T. THEOL) GO TO 48
IF( THED .L -T.-THEDLI GO TO 47- --- - ----- --- ----
IFIT-TC.GT.DTVC) GO) TO 40 .. ...........
IFI TH E D.GT. O I TO ) -TOR* .- ( TV. -T_-T C / D C -
-- -- GO TO 42 --- .....-- ..................----...----...-.- ...---- --- ----.-.---... - ---.-.- .--------------------.-----
IF(THEO.LT.U.) T].,Q=TOR*( 1.-( T-TC) IDTVC)__
GO TO 42 i47 T R=TOR- 
---- 
- --
TC=T . . . . . . .




-- --- TC=O. 
_- -------------- - -------- ----_----------------------- --------












400 IFLT.LE.TTfGIII GO TO 401 Q .
I=I+1 +
m-=aGO TO 400 -__.o -
401 TSL= T- TTG(I-1 (TTG I) -TTG(I-1)) -) . coW
_ VG=VVG 1-1 +(VVG(.I )-VVG. ( I-l ) *TSL _
CALL OE,1SM( Z,PR,RHOVS!) LS





V= S(.RT ( XDo**2+Z O* *Z_ 
__ ,-
VP=DS T (XPD O**2i+/.POr2**
4M=OSQ'R((XD-VG)**2+ZO D**2vS -
---- -
_AMP=OSQRT((XPt)-VG )*2t+ZP)*2)/VS - -_ --_ - - - - - - - - -
DYPR=.5*RHO*( (XD-V**2+Z 2- -........................................
OY._P-RP. 5*Ri *( PI)-VG)**2+ZPDD*2 1 *
ST'HF=ISTN4(THE - - -_- - - -- -
C THE=!)COS ( THE -. . - - - ... .-----.- .--- ------- ,,-------- ---1
-- STHEP=,}SINI :EHI'L) . .-..... . --- - t....
GAM= l TAN 2(ZD,X() - ---- - --
G4MP= A rANZ( ZPD XPI))
ANfi= '5TAN?(,IZ t (Xo-VGlI). . ------- -
IF(A4 G.LT.o.0) A iG- ANG+ 5.2331854 .....
201 THEA=6.2931d5/+THt ----- 
---
ALi =TH llEA-A, J G-
IF 4 AL P. G i. 3. 141 5927 AL P=-AL P-6_ ' 253 -5 .. .........
ANGP= OATA 42(LP ZI) XDO-VG))
IFI( AJGP.LT.U.O) ANGP=AN GI' +6.29 31854
301 THEPA=6.283185T-EP -- -- - - -
AL PP= rT EP 4A- ANG (;'
IF ALPP.GT. 3..11592 ALPP = ALPP-6.283185
_700 CALL AER0
C BPI!)LFt ~RI SERt SUSPENSION GEOMErRY
C
A=XP AP iAR*CT IEP-BP.AR* STTHE-P-X -AAR4*T HE +-fAR *STHE 
-
- O=ZPAPBAR4*STHEP4l PArK*CT-4EP-Z-ABAR*STHE-Bt3AR*-CTHE 
- - - _ 
_--,-
A D= X D-AP BAR*T IEPD *ST HEP-BPdAl *THEPD- T-IE P- X)+A3 AR4 T-lED* S T--E-




LT=DSQ) (T( A**2. t .*2 -
IFLLT.LT.LTO) GO T1 35
TFNS=K*(LT-LTO)
GO TO 36






IF B.LT..0 )PHI =4.7123 889-THE-LAM-C-I 
-20 PHIB=PHI
i - -=2 - --- --- - -
- - s i
600 IFITENS.LE.TTEJStII) GO TO 601 ' -
---- - --1=11 -- - - -- -- --- -'-- 
-- 
--
GO TO 630 t




KSPKH2= (2.eKS*KH2 / 2 .*KS+K 1H2) 00
IF(PHI.GT.PHI2.OR..PHI.LT.-PHI1J GO TO 15
DL1= ( T ENS/(KH1DOSIN( .SIGL+.SIGJ2))*-DSINI(P- I iDCOSISIG2)









-bL2= (TENS/(KH2*DSIN(SIGI SIG2)) *(DSIN(PHI)*DCOS(SIGI)
- -(* COSI( Ii Pl 1DS INI(S-IGfi )_
LHI=LHI*+)LI




-_ ,-_ R: =tlJ JAR
AU3AR=AJBAR
PHI =S IGI
-PHI 2=SlG2 -1 = - -- -
KPHIl-K' L *0.iT/( KtT* (COS(PHI )) **24KBL*( DSIN( PHI) **2)
K=2 .*KS*KPHI/ (._*KS+K PHI
L TO=L TR
L A '4 , I
GO T') 14
-15 IF IP1_I.LT.-PHII- GO TO 1 - - - --- - - - -- -- -- . -- ---- - - - -- _-















- _ _ I DlSN(EPSP2)tDSIN(MUtNUP)) __ _ _-_ ___ -- -I- P1* -SINMN U





















-PHI= 1.57079_63-T H E-LAM-CHI 
- o









-IF (LT.Lr.LTO) -GO TO 30
T- ENS= K*ILT-LTOJ -- ------- _- 
-- - --
_--_ _ DAMP=C*LTO- 
----
GOn T! 31
111=111+1 3- - - -- 
. -.............................. .
IF( [I II.'rT.iO WR TE IOUT-- 
-
IF(III.Gr.10o GO TOt 19
50 Ff A T ( 20X, ' I TERA TI CN D]OFS N!)T CONVERGf '
-IF(DA-.SIDHI-PHIH .IGT ..OO3) GJ T3 20 ..... - -
.1_ D-A3 T.it=A-llt A<* S TIIEIl-AR*CTHE .
DLOu rile -- 4 LBAR *C THE *r+lB Rob STHE
-DAI)THP= -APB AR *ST ITP-3P A,*CTHE 
-- -
- -- )TD=.ApRAR*CTriIf P-b3PHAR'S rHFEP - ----
CALL MATRIX
FF (1I=(-(TENS+)A'4' ) *A/LT+XP)/P -
FF - 2} =(-i TENS)+DA'.PJ /LAT*)QZP" M- ---T- 
--- -"---- ----
- F ( 3 T- { !r E NS +, A'_rl!i hA*t t,) lJtlDBD T-f) + RHP -/ L T QYHEP )/ I YP
....... RE T u_ 
_ -_ -_---_---_-_--_-_-----
SUP R!iJT INE A FRl
IMP'LICI r RFAL*I(A1-HtI,-Z I _
DOUE__ 'JRLE PRE ISIJN IAM1DLA 2DE LA 2L)E, LAMO - -U,NLOEG,LAMOPD, KS,
IKSPKH12ZLTR, MJ, JDt L tLH2,LitL_2,LO.L.4,LAM1 LAMrQ2-L_ - - _-- .- --
2,MU)EtGtMUDDEGNAPNNP, LAMLAMDtOEGLS1 tLS2,LJPLAMOPt NJPNUPOEG - _ - -- -_ ,,_-- - -
3,M, M t 1 Y, I YP, L T, L TD t L T0 ,NN KSp N- 
-
_ - S p_ K I
4,MMAL6), MA, I YP ( 161b K3L Kir KH1 KH2 KPHI ,KS) 
.
RI
CnOMMN T, D, 3 ,XZ ,XP, ZP ,T !L.t TrlEP ,XD,Z ,X PDo, ZPD, THED, THEPD GAljGAMP - _
I ALPtALP , A M A MP, YPRDY)R ) P, , P. i:).,S SP ODf, O ,1JP _.Y, i LL L TT!L), .M.-_ - ----- -_----..-------T
2r)CGC , KtCACNt C. 4C.';IQCCA(_6)_ICC..16 i RA, ISCC_.8 CM(h_: l6tCM.1.(.l!6_ -. p_  -..... ...
3CNP ,C;',C M)P, CC APi ( tit 1l) ?CC : P 16, I )CM(Bi 8 ,P6 CCMQDo( ,16 , tVVP GR. - - -- 
-
4R,AA( ,4) ,DD(3,3), EE 3),FF (3) QX, QZ,QXPQZ?,,T-IE, 'THEP,AP3_ARIXiAR,, --_-,_ - __- ,, _
sZBAR, A'IR8 ,AAPl ALEf ( I1AALPPE 16 )I o 1t_ J.T._
6OA DT H -, LDT HE, DAD TP,)R T DBD.-I BAR t 3AP. tACLB ,CHI ,CH.OMM MU l[_.,S,, .MU- -UD- P  H-- S.P-
7PHID,PHII ,PHI 2,ET 1 t ET2,FISl, EPS2,KS_..SP<HlSPK2, L TR - -S P_ It2 Bt DL- _--
_ -__ SIG, SIG2 ,ET A l ,TA 2, TPJSDAMP,STHECTHESTLIEP. CTHEPLH ,LH2t . ... -, -- .--- ,-..---.-
9A BAR, A2_ HARBA, 2 t AR . RnOBA'R,AOBAtLO,L 1L.2,L O,LAM1 ,LAM2,NUG -_ -_.
- COMMON TOR,THEOU,THEDLDTVCTO,_RQRIp tLA MrlT'IC nF. )T.. I[COAB
1, TT 11 (b16)L SSP I { 1 6 L S L S2LOP,LA MOP NUP, BP.AR EPS PiEPSP2 DLP. KS





500 IF(AM.LE.AAM(II GO TO 531 C3 __




600 [F(DABSIALP).LE.AALP(JJ ) GO TJ 601
J=J+l
GO TO 600
601 ALPSL= DABS(ALPI-AALP(J-1) }/(AALP(JI-AALPIJ-1))
________________________L__
CA=(CCA(I,J-I)-CCA ( -1J-l_!*AMSL.t-CA(I_-_l,_J-- t_)(CCAJ)-_ _ . ----
- - 1CCA(l-l, J)I)*AMSL+CCAII-1,J)-((CCAll(J-1)-CCA(l-,J-1l)*AMISL+ -- - -. -- ---
2CC(- J-lJ)*ALPSL...................
CN=(CCI ,J-1I-CCN ( - 1J-1 )) 4 SL + CCN -I 1,J -l) + ( N(I , J) - - - -
ICCN ( I -1 J) ) *AMSL+CCN( -1 J - CCN (I, J -II-CCN.( I-l1,J- )).*AMSL+
2CCN( 1-1J .J-! ) 4.ALPiL
CM- ( CC,( I, J-1 J-C(q {. 1-.1 J-l_ *AM-SL CM.l- 1.J.__)+_.{(: _M( J)- -
C C I C'( I -I,J )A*AMSL+CCM4( I-1,JI-(CCM lJ 1-- -CCM I -l J-l MSL- I) ., A.M.,.-.. - - -9SL+
2CC4 l-l, J-1 AL) PSL
- -4 C)=ICC4JI( I ,J-l-CC "r. (-1t J-1 ))AMSL+C IM (1lJ-1)i+ iCCM J) - -I - = 
-
lCC__l. I -1I ,J Y(I!l'.SL +CC'4( I- d- J ) CCM( I , J-ll -CC4{ l-1 I J--1 ) )*A.4SL'
............. 2CCM(l- l I J-l)tALISL .-...-.- . ....- .... -. .-- - ..........- .- ......- .. . ..........................................................................
IFALP.LT.0.) CN=-CN .........................................................................-
IF(ALP.LT.0.I CM=-CM - --------- ----
1=2
:.._..--'700 F A..LE AA P ) G) _ ' 701
- 
.......--.-.--- ..-.......... - . -'-.. ....................................... - -- -- --...............1 ( AP.LE. H (Hf) 3 TO 7
_= I L +1 -
GU TO 700
-701 PSL=--- -- AA --- -- - ....................
J=2
800 IF(DA3SIALPP . LE.AALPP IJI. G O TO 801
J=J+ ----
GO TO 800
_801 ALPPSL=(JABS(ALPP)-AALPP(J-I})/(AALPP(J_.J-AALPP( J -- - ---
----. CAP= I CCAPI I , J-I )-CC AP l 1-1, J- 1 !..41 ,'-.L.._AP,,I- -l,J_ 1) l l ( SCA -- , I J- ... ...
-- -CCAPII -1,J) ),AMPSL+P-SL CC A -P (I .J.- ((.CAP I_! .J--_l-CC.AP ( I- - -. ).I_*_A SL -
-- CCAP ( I - ,J-1) ) L P S L 
- - -
- CNP=(CCNP ( I , J-1)-CCNi ( -l , J- 1 i *AMPSL +CCP I- 1 J- 1 ) +( C PIJ-- -- -- -- -- ------ ---- ----
ICCNP( 1-1,J4 )*A.-IPSL*S--NP (I-1,J - lCCNP( I J-l)-CCNP( I- 1J-1I)*A4P SL
2CCNP(I-, J-1i))*ALPPSL
- CMP=(CC1PI ,J-Il-CCN P(I-1,J-1))*AMPSL+CC.MP(I-l1,J-.1((.ZCP(I, JI J
lCCMP(I- I)J )MPSL I,;P.+C._ 7 MP-, J-lCCMP (,Jl -CCMP lJ ! )*A-PSL------ --
---2CCP I-JI J- l} AtPPSL-............- 
-- . . . . . . . . -..
C MP=C M'AP+APBAR*CNP/DP 
__ ___ __-
CMQP= (CC?1)P(L J( - -c;M.,lI-LJ-,j) -A {PSLCCM-P- - 1J- J+ t
1 { LCC.%lOP ( I, J )-CC MQI1 - 1 J A ) \APSL +C---~Pl[- 1, J) -( - -- P.( I i-_- '-
2CCMQP ( -1, J- ) ) *AMPSL+CCMOq( I__tlJ__-l))*ALPPSL. - - -- __
F IF(ALPPLT.. CNP=-CP - - - -- 
- ........
IF(ALPP.LT.0.)CMP=-CMP
Q X=-E YPR* s* CAC tHE Ns* STHE) -.
0 Z=DYPR*_*1_CNTHI F-C A*STHE )
QTHE=DYPR*S* D ( CM+CMQ*T ItDLDO/V_+TO Q _--RQ -- _
I=2
900 IF{T.LE.TTIII3 GO TJ 901 --- = b_ :-- --6 ....-
-- GO TO 900 ................. --
901 ISL= (T-TTII 1-1I/ l/( I I l-T I( 1-) 1 1 -
SP I=S SPI lI -1+ SSP I -SSPI (1-1) TSL -_ -S -
-MP= M P-A I
--- -_ ____- 
_U'1_-_- - -O_MA=M:MA( l-i )'-(M.'A' I I-~M.A ( I-1 ).).*T IS_
YP=_  I YP( _1-1.)+( I YP( )-I IYP(I-1I )*TISL Ln
_ .NMP=MPNPT/MA- --- -- _---- --- --
C IFIT.LT.OTI) CNP=CNP*T/OTI
- ~-~ ~ -- ~-'-- -~--
C- IF(T.LT.DT I) CMPf=CMP*T/)TIC -Il.L.TIcow-"p~/-- 
-' ---- - -- ~--- -- ' --- -~C IF(T.LT.DT-I)' C'4rP=CCMQ P*T/DTI _D _T
...---.. QXP=-DYPRP* ( SPI CAP* THEP4 SP_*CNP*STHEP) -- ____ -- ____ ____ -
_ OZP=F)YPRP*(SPlI*CP*CTIFP-SPlPSP *CAP STHFP)_
-___ (H 0 H-- l P- - -- ___ -- -------- - -- -- -------------
- T- -E P=DYPRP_*S P *CM_.CM__. ?_.EP_____?_I -.. P* .--.-.
__ 
-- 
............ ...... .. .+C -.- - -........ -____.._____
END
- SUHROUTINE MATRIX ------ ,-- -- ,- -- -
IMPLICIT RFAL48(A-1H,3-L I| 
. .-- - . -- ----- 
-
DOUJ, LF PRECISION LAM41DE.,LAi20f ELAMr)E.tNJ.DE~,LAQOPD, KSL__ .--. - -- ---- _____ _
-IKSP KH2,LTR MU,MU,,LHlt ,LH t L 1,L LZ L,LtL A? ,t lLAL _ __ _ AMO -NU -
2 tJ EG .J)DE.'g,_? _N__ LAar.NN, LA Mi)EG, L SL 2 LOP LAMOP NUP. NUPOE 3
, , 3,MPMY,PtIYP,LTLTOLTONA,NJK,KSPKHI - - -- - - --- - - ..- -.......................
4,M'IA( lS)MA,IIYP(1 6),KBL,K-KHK,KHKP KKS9 ..... - - - ... -..... -
ClMMOJN T,Dr,X,Z,XP,ZP,T-tL, TIILP,XIf)ZD,XPDZ.PD,_THED.,THE P.,GAM,GMP 
- 
- - - -
1- -- IALP.ALPP, AM,AMP,UYPR, U)YPqP, RH)! SSP,D,JPM, MP, [Y, IYP, LT_,LTO,L T), ... .... -....
2DC(;,C,K, CCCCA, CN,C 'i 16CCN(81 1 ,CCC, M(AI dCC Q{(8, t16) ,CA-, .-.-- --- ---- --
3CNP tCi', C MpC !_l :, .l (J ~; _'I'j J 6,_!_,L j Cr. t. f' ( S tI f L,_CI_ 'J.ALJYI.: P *_, ~,
4R,AA( 6,4 ,)) )(3,3) ,EL( 3I ,FF I 3)_,OX,()ZdrjxpQZpIL)r THt r ' HE.PAPB.ARt,X3AR -_-- - -_ _ ___ -
5L AR, AV(8YI1,AA'4P(8),4ALPF 16. AALPPE( 16), I INI JUT, . ..... - . . . -- -----.-
_- 6DAD lHE 3DBDTHE ,'DADTHP, DDT rH P, .ABAt, BBA, A, A,CCH It.CHn I , IJ, P HI P- --.-. _..m R_ , S  I,
7P HID,P[I 1,PIII ZtB':TIT T 1 , T 2,EPSL FSZ,KSPK 2 I,KSPK-12 ,LTR,I ) L t
8S I G8l, SIG2 ETAI, TA2,T FNS,DA4P,SThF ,CT!IHE,STHEPS_ THEP.,LlE,LH2f 1 -_L.H -_ . -
9A IFAR,A2BAR ,0l)3A! ,Fi2BAR ,3!O)ARt Au tARLLL ,L2 LAMJL LA'1I LAM.'Nl J. G
CO(IMM.43' N TR, T!!E!)U THFDL, D.TVCt ,TuO. 3R [ _D LAM, TItCn NF tDT_, CDB _AB
1,TTrrH16b ,SSPI(16)l I LS.1 2,L.LJPLAOP',fuP L BAREPSPEP2JLP,KS 
__ --- __ __-- - -
2, M A AT ,T 8( t) VVG ( 81,VGI ,IY P ,._K LKt _ _- L_!G_..EVG N I .L t K -K S___ .. . .. -- ... 
3CONT( 2),AALP( 16 1 AAL PP 
__.16 i
- . -D 0( 1t1).=MI - - -- - ----- '--..
uD(t 21 =0.
I)D I 1 t 3 ,)=-M*( ZBAR*CTH.E +XDAq *HE - - ,-- - --- -
0o(f 2,1 -o .. . - -_ --_- .................
_ ___--- 
- -
DD_ 2, ?. .=M- 
-
DD12,3 )=-M*1L tAR*STHE--XBAR*_CTHE__ 
_ 
)
D_ 0(3, 1)=D0(11 
__ -__
o I.3. 2j=L-. L2, 3
DD3,31Y-IY
THED2--THED**2
F -- E I= i)D( 2,3) *T HED2+( TENS+.[)AMP*LQ/LT+X 
-_ 
 -_




IF IERSW.Ej.0J RE TURN___ 
__
_ _ WRITE( IQU, -T5 - -
STOp
50 FOR MATI(/L//?20X, IINCONSI_.STENT EQUATI ONS') -_ -_
END
SUi RO.U r INE BRI D LFE - (D
_______ I CDI T k+E3-A) LIMPLICIT REAL*8tA-H 1 3-Z} '-_
DOUBLE PRECISION LAM1 DEtLAM2DEtLA MOEN UDEGLAMODPEDj OD 10
iK SPKH2, LTR, MU, MUL) ,LH H2 tL_,L2j.LLA1 LA LAM L M2 LAM NU u
-2, MUDEG, MDDOEG, NAPN.NP LAMtLA4 .G, LSLS2 LOP LAMOPNUP NUPDES .W :
3,iM, MP, I Y ,I YP, LT,L TD ,L TO, NA NN, K, KSPKHL
_ ___ _C___
4,MMA(16, MAtIIYP( b ), KBL, KiT, H1KH2,KP ItKKS(8) 
_
C OMMON T, DT,X ,Z ,XP, ZP T I-E, THEP,XD_ LDX PDLZPD, THEDLTH._EPM, GAGAMP, .-. -.- - -- --.-.- ,.- -
1ALP, AL2P, AM , AMP, DYPR, U YP.R ,_R1LJ, SSP.t0,;PM,_MP I Y, I YPLTLTO XLTDt --
-2DCG,C,K,CA,CN ,CM,CNIQCCA( )16 ,CCN( 8, 16 ) , CCM(8,1 ( bt 6),16 P ,. 
-
.
3CNP CMP tZMPC APC ( A, I 6l ICJP ( 8, 6) ,CCMP( 8, 1 6-) CCMQP (3 , 16 ) ,V VP,G .
P._AA(6,_t DD_( 34 3 ) EE(_3.)l F ( JjLL X_ ,J Z. XP, ZP iLEQTHP? A P .JR
5ZR AR,AAMI I) A 4A P ( AA 61,P(),AIPL.(.6 A),A PPEIIS IIN IJT
_
, -- ---- ---
6DAOTHF, L03DTHE, ,AOT1IP, iBDTH P .AAR, BLAR ,A, _ , CI I CH! D MU, MUD PHI, S ,
7PHI D, PHI I PHI 2, Et t l f 2r  ; Si, PS2,KSPK l K SPKH 2, L TRDL, .....
S I 8 , 1 I G2 ,E TAI ETTA2 ,TFNS,Da'I I PS T H E ,CTIT E lP ,CTHtP, LIltLH2, ,.,,,, - - --------- -- - -- _- -.-........- --- _
9ALIA'ZAR,A 'A, L IA ,B2aAk ,  .Us303R ,AOP, r LOLI!L2LAMO,LAUMll tLAM2,NtG I - -- -- , -,---C!oMm1N TOR ,T)JT1 DL)r VCt )1 (C 11LAM,, TI I, CJ9N, nTC CJaO --
__
__ 1,TT I 16),SSPI I 16) ,LS 2L S2, LOPLAP, Ot ),NUPLBPI1AR ,EPSP, EPSP2 ,D)LP, KS
-2,MMA, IATTTr8,VV(;(9),VG, I YPF,(LLKtUTK-KH2,TTENS!J) tKKS, -- -, , ,- - - --
3C T (2), AALP ( 16 AAL PP( ............................................................................................
53 Ff)RI1AT( IHI, I SX, 204A4// /)
54 FOkArIT H ,1 OX,' Ir I T I AL VALUES , ENGIN EEING UNITS ARE ETR (METE ---- --- -------
I- - ? t -?%;. W. , r_ SF5!.L! -,/)
55 FtIAT I( H ,/IO 1 X, 'LHI ', 7 'L',7X ,H'AIf3AR.,5_.X',A?-3AR' ,tX .81 BAR ,5X,_-, . - , -.
1' 2 OA' R ', 5 X, ' L 1 I 9 X I L 2 ', x,.' L tXI X L O_, 8 X._ .1 'E t I,6X,'/8 E 1 2_1/ I1, X, - - - - - - - - - -
2'EPS1' ,6X,'EP,' ,hX, 'E;T1' ,6, ',6 X,'ETA2''6X LS i ;1 _. S IG_ ,6X, - -- ----- -.--
3'LAML ,5X, 'LAM2, 6XX 'LAMU ' ,6X, 'Ul t 8Xt ' 403R ' ,X, '? 03AR'/1OX, - -... ._ .- -----
4'KSPK' ,SX'KSPK ' KS'P HtZl 4 X, ' K tSPK24X , tT-I'F5XtDT- INF'4X,
5'T___)_lJ_ Ž!_L5x i THIFL '1 5 X t 3R 1UE' ,4XL' )T -VA LVtE ',2K X' .S,.77_xL ,_5 ' t
- -7X,'DI)LP '!1X,'L P',1X ,'LAPJP',5X::'_UXP' AP:4R',,__*BP ,' ____'___,: -_ _ -_ ---- -
7'EPSlP' ,5 X ,'EPS2P',5Xt,'DT' ,8RXtKHI',t7_X,'KH _'/. ) .-.-. - .-.-.-
56 FORMATI3X ,12(F8.3,2X) /X, 12(F.3,2X)_/IXt)(I 12 F. 3 ,tX.F2,_._,(F..3,2X) .. ........-
l/1X,8(F8a.3,2X) 4(F9....X., , -
_ _O__ .-- -
C
C STATE;ENT FUNCTION
DARCOSCOL) DACOS (DL ) .
L2=DSQR r( A2BAR**2+B2BAR*- 2
DL=DSQR r((B2BAR-BIUAR)*4*2+(A2BAR-AIAR)*2 
-
BETI=-DARC5Q LLl*2+DL**2-L 2T**2)/( 2.*LlT)L ) )
E T 2BE =DARCOS I L2-L12 
_+_L * L2.Dl.*_2 l. (_... LZ -
- __ __-.) -
EPS l=DARC S ( (L H1* 2+D L .*2-:LH24* 2) .L_2. *-L.OL) 
__ ___ 
D
EPS2=DARCUS ( L H2*2+DL**2-LH1**2./(2._*LH2*DLI*) 
- -/ ____ - -
_ ETA =l3.1415927- BETI-E PSI
ETA2=3.1415927-BET2-EPS2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.
LO=D SRT( L1**?2+L HlI 2 -2 .*LHI*L I*DCOS ( BET I +EPS I ) )
LAM1L= DATAN2(B1BIR,AlBA R)
IFILAMl.LT.O.OI LAMl1=6.28318531+LA1 -
LAM2= DATAN2 ( B21AR, A2 AR) 
___
IFILAM2.LT.O.O) LAM2=6.283 18531+LAM2
LAMO=LA?12+DARCUS ((L**2+LD**2-LH2**2)/I2.*L2*LOJ) ) 
____
SIG1=3. I45927-ilETI-EPSI-LAMI+LAMO - ,
IF(LA'O.GE.3. 14159270) Si=SlIl-31-6.28318531 
--- - .LQ
SIG2= 3.1415927--BET2-EPS-2 - L lAMO +LAM2 H
__IF(LAMO.GE.3.1 .4159_2701 ,LAMO=LAiMO-6.28318531 UO








I F ICONFEO.2.) . RETURN 
-----
CALL SUSPEN - .-
WRITE IOUT. C;NT
WR PITEl IIIIUT, 55)
SSI52= DSIN SIGI.+S IG2) .I- - . - -- - - -
C2S12= D-OSN(SI 51,2 /SSI S2
CLSI2= cOS (S t l)/ SS 
-.
S 52 .= .. SI N(SIG/SSSZ - - - ----- -- --- -2 ----------
SSI2= DSIN(SIGI) /SS IS2
KBT= L./((C2S12*C2SI2/Kll)#.I-(CSi2*tiS12/KH2). ---- ..- - ... -
KBL= ./((S1 52SI'S2SI/KHIt(ll+ I SI s 1 2* 1 SS12 1 KH2 - - -
KSPKII=I2..*KKS lJ)*KHll /U2. Ki.S(]})+KHI) . .............................
KSPKH2 -(1.*KKSI I*K112 )/ 2.*KKS (1)KH2 .
K= {2.-YKSI IY*K,'L)//2.*KKSII)+KBL)
BCT I DE= IBET 1I*57.2958
8E T2DE=BE2 *57.295 --- 
-- --- -- -8







L A IDE=LAM I*57.2958
LAM2DE=LAM2*57.295_
LAMODEF=L4M 57 .295 
.NUDEG=NU*57.2?958
LA,'OPD=LAMOP*5.7 -.2958
____NUPDEG=NUP* 5?.2958 _ 
- -
FPS PI.D=E-PSP 1*57.2958
__ E PSP2) =EP SP2* 57. 2958 --- - --
R I YTE l( [ r)U t56 ) L H L,L -2jA13R2A B AR.R Lt L DL.LQ. ELD _DE_ --
1 ETfE ,PSIDr)F E PS 2E, ETAIDE. ETA2DE. SIG1)ES SI 23E LAMi A1LAM 2.
2L AM 10,E NJUDE G,A O [iR BHO BA R, Kj K.S SPKHI__KSPKH2tT IDTbJT HEDUTIED] - -- - -JJ --- -O.
J RI3IURODTVCt , LS iLS2 tLP ILOPLAMJPD NUPDEG. APBAR BPBA..EPS ,.PSD -- -- - --
-____ 4,r TTKHI KH2 - - -- - _ _ _ -- ----- ___ -- - - ------ --- - - --- --
XR- -AR-R.CHPRBAR-BO8AR 
-
---- -- - - -
XP=X*AP.AR*DCOS(THE)-BBAR*DSIN(THE)-(APBAR+LTR+.Ol)*C3S(THEP)+BPBA
I*DS[N( THEP)
ZP=ZAB AR*DS IN{THE)RBBAR*DCJS(THE- (APBAR +LTR+. 01)DSIN(THEEP)-BPBA
I1R*nCOS I THEP)
CONF=2. -- - -
P.ETURN - - Q |
END (D
SUBROUTINE SUSPEN -I
._IMPLICT! _REAL*__ 8..-H___L_9-ZI I O
OUBLE__PRECSI sON LAMIDE ,L AM12 DE, LAM)DE.NJDEG,LAM P D,KS t
LK S P K Hl 2, L T_, M_ IJ tM u!j..L .HjL _H2LL_ L 2 lO[ LAM v LA M 2 i LAM_ _N U_ _IKSPKHD LTRMMDGtMU),LHILH2NLNiL2.L.AMILAM2. AMONU ,
2MUDFG_,MUDDpEGNAP ,NNPLAMLAMEGLS jLS2 ,LOPLAMOP.NUP.NUP)E,
3 t,MP,IY,IYP,LT,LTDL TO,NA i,NN,KKSPKHI
-"--`---
--------- __~_~~__ I_ _
I
4, M MAIb) K., MAIYP i )pKB( L,KB.TK__ KHtKH2# LPKPH L, KS(8) .. . ....
COMM-N , LT, , XZ, XP,ZPT HE, TH E P XP_,Z D tpDZPD T H ED,_THEPD GAM GA4P, .......
..... _. AL Pt ALP P AA, AMP, OYPR, DYP?,.RH3 SI SPO ntDP.JM MP I Y I YP,LTtL TO tLTD t .D...._......
2DCG IC tK CA, CN,C MCt MQCC A(B I 16 CCN(8 I 16) CCM (a 6) t CCMQ( 8 , 16) t CAPt .I...
3CNP,CrIP HM)P,CCAP (8,1 6) ,CC'D(8 ,1i) ,CCMr( 8 ,16I LCCMOP ( ,1b6) ,V VPGR, t . .
4,R , A pA l I) .)Pk.it 1 , F.-.,LL.,U3 I , ~P ·Ef.a-L 4F · ~IIJ HF_ P; M.L. E,
5Z AR, AAMI 8) I A A4MP () ,A AL PFE I16)1 AAL PP.E (1.) ,IN, I [UT, .
_ 6D0ADT HE ,DHiDT t~F-'~AF)T(TtP[)|hnT`4 t r 1 AR ,tB~ . ,AF:tA ii.CH I CH I O,`1U s.MUD 3DH~ I $5PI r ~ __~~_ ._ _................................
7PHIDO'PHI ,tPtiI2, PET , T2,EP$1, EPS2, KSPKH,<SPKH2,LTr, DL, . -.- . ... .......
95 CG, SI ; ,E TA1 ,FTA2 ,T ENSJA't 'STiHIE C T HEr STHIEP , CTIEp LH1 ,L H2 I .....
9A. g aA ., AZitA~ 4 B I,)A ~ L)29 A!I t lBO ., AOHAa ,t. O L l ,L 2,4 L MO, LAM t( AM. t N· Ut ............................................................... ..A2B~t.t ,....
. . TOMM1% k
_______ ((1M'f1·410, TH E iti 1 T:~;,II )ILLrtY~tI ±jJDIA.IJY (.JLC3NE.F~. In i IL
I__t TT L 16), SSP! ( s!i,L S ILS2,LUOLA.AJPNUP,, ! PL 3 A R t PFPSP,PS2 tnLPKS .
2..... M2 ,  MA, MA, T tG (I 8 ) VV G (8) ,VG, I I Yi,i (BL ,I(,r'K T, K t2, T.TE NSI(8) ,K KS, ......-_  _ '~- . .. - -'
....... 3.CONT(20) IAALP6' ( 6,) t AAL PP (1-- i
C .. STATEMENT FUN.:CT ION
__ D A R C 5S) ..(.,LI_ - =.__='.A .._L _ I __LP._
C
.......... ~ P s,~1 :-,,~ COS ( ( D, ,,. ~,; +LS 1~ -,2'-LS' '~";,-~'/-i~;L ~ 2_iC)i ~i_.i';'- ]'_ ~'i~'-1.:_3 I-_-3L -2]T -_''.--_ 2-;7-~ Ti T i]_ ... 7 .... . i'~~ _.- ....._~_~ _~E P SPI =DARCO S (i LP**2+L S2t* 2-LS *.2 ) / ( 2.DL P*L SZ ) )- .2- ...- --..EPSP2=OARCOSC I )L-)*'*24LS2~*42-LS1**2)/(2.*DLP*LS2))
L O P:nS , ( I TDL / 2.) *2+L S L**Z-;)Lp*LS _D; ).SI.pSP L) .. ....-...
LAMOP=DARCiS(II((LPIP,.**2+LO?.*.2-_LS 2t*2)I)L P*L OP. I ._ -
N_______ L -___lP._ it fNVP=LI5 I3
___ APUAR=LOP*I)COS (NJP) __
BPi AA = LP4LP O SI N (NUP) . .
IF(CNF. F ..O..0 ) P ETURN--------





RE TURN . . . ....
END
SUBRIOU.TINECRO.JT( AC..C.. LDEPS..I..ERSW....... ..
c_ L r F1 f~ItAR. ALSE=BRAI C EQU.TI ON S._.-..C._R[].UT _L..52._._~ .. .
OU_.LE__ 1~__E JNLSIN A UC, SU, OEPs. ZERO F
P IEiSI ON A(L)...C__ 
____-[ __1S2.20 ....... . . ............. ........
ZERO = . o_0 ......
ZERO = 0. 
__
I ERSW=O0 .. .. -............................
_ F I D A 5 $(A (''; --- EPS)90,5,5
C I F(AlS{A(I,11)) - EPS)90,5t5 L $2..2O
5 IF(N-.) 90,10,15 L2_____ LS22J0_ _0
1O CC) =CCIi/AI)l,) _ LS223 11L
RFTURN LS220 12
15 DO 20 -=2,N .-- __._ _... LS22 ._ .13
20 A(,[).=A(!l._._... _ LS220_ 14 _ -. _ :
_DO 65 I=2,N LS220 15
DO 65 J=2,I LS220. .Lb___ _____ _. 
SUM -.. ZERI)_ ------- _ ALS220 . ._. __
IF(J - I )_3_0 _30X25 Lj__S_2_2 0 .1_ _ '___ _ _ _ .!__ _
I25. J iN=: I - _ __ LISZ_22 ..1.9_ ___ _. I;L:_Q
.. GO TO QS3 1.---_ .__ __ _ _ __0 _ __ 5 cD_
30 JIN =J-1 LS220 21 ; li
Ln_ _ _ _ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _W
_''-___________:1__-:_ _-:..__I::__. :-_:_I'
35 DO 40_K=l,JIN - LS220 2 -
a.40 SUM _SUMY+AL I JK)*A KJ_ .L_ _-,J? LS.22. 23 ...............
_.
IF _(J-I) 45,5,55 55. --- .. 22J 4 .... .......................................
45 All ,J1 = A I JI-SI M __ LS2 25 ........... ....................................... -
IFIJ-1 )65,50,90 -_- . LSZ23 .26 . . --. . .
5.0 IFA. LDA I LL-EPs 90. 65. I5
-- C 50 IF(Af S( I , I ,-E PS)90, 65.,55 23- ............................  - - -.--- ..-.- -
5_ 55 F (D lAHS ( A( Il - EP S) 90, 60, O60
C 55 IF(ASS(AIA - FPS)lJ1  . LS273 3J.. ,- ---- -
60 Al I,J)=(Al(I ,JI-SUMI/A(I ! ,__ - .. 1..52Z 31 -.. ..- --. . --
--65 CONT IN.JE .- LS22) *- .... , -.
C(If = Cl) A(l,l) L 2 3I__ ____"_ -__ __.._.... _____ __
Utl 75 I=2,N 5.22.._..LS220 3 .... ' ..S; : ZERO . - ----- --- 35 - -.--- -..................................------ .......- ----SU:M = ZERO 
___________ - LS22 35
JIN =1-1 LS22O 36
DO 70 K=1,JIN LS22) 31
70 SUM=SJU'+A(I,K)*CIK . . .. LS220 3;3
C(I[)=I(C(I )-SUMI/A(Il I L._S2.O 3)9
75 CUNTINU E LS 2 - 4......................................
JIN =N-l ,,,-1-- -- - LS220 41
..DO 85 M=1,JIN ____ LSZZ[2 42
SUM = ZERO -- --- LS22) 43
L=JI l-M+l 4_, LS220 ',  ..................................
LL=LI L S 2 2.145
0) 80 K=LLN - __ [ 522 45.-------------''----------
80 SUM = SM +AL,K)*C --_.__ L S - -..................................... -
85 C IL = CIL) -SUM -, , L.S223 .. 43 -
-PfETUIJ RN _-__ 
__- LS220_ 49 - .___ .-. -
90 I E R SW= 1 :S__ - - s 220 5U
RETURN LS2Z2 51
END L S220 2 ------
SUBROUTINE PLTRAJXt YIYZ Y3,Y4,N,IXIY1 IY2, IY3, IY4 HI)R) . . -- ..
C THIS SU3RLJJTINE _PLTS -UP TO FOUR CURVES ON THE SAME X SCALjE EACH -
C H!AVING ITS nwN Y SCALE
C X THE X (HORIZONTAL) VALUES AT WHIC-I Y=FtX) IS CUMPjTED
C - YL Y2tY3,Y4 . THE Y (VERICAL) COORDINATES AT EACH X
C- N THE NUMBER OF POINTS INEACH OF THE ARRAYS ABOVEF --- --
C IX HE C_0TROL F3R_ X LA3ELL!NJ. NCIT.=0) -------- -- -_ ----- - ----
C I LY,_IY2,__Y3.Y4 TH E.__CONTR.JL __ Y _ LABELLING (O-UMIT THIS EFQLLOWING -L. _ - _- _ --_.G- - -.. -.
C HDR THE HEA OER DENTIFICATLON FO_ 1 HE CUE) __ R_ E CU VE_ --
C
- D I HENSI ON .X(1) ,Y1(,1 tY2_{_L),Y3(!L, Y4(_1)H.,R(1. --__ _ -- - . -.-- _




EQU I V AL ENCE.. VMS I,1 }j MI{. 1 (Y 2M S. vV ).VM3_.LJJj
-1 _ ' 4 S_.(L, (V! (I ,M4(.- L. YM 1_5,LVM ____ i.L _5._-___ 
__--
D !MENSIS_ !.LAHELS(4t 12.. 
___________ __! .--- -__ O '
DATA LABELS / 'ALTITU',')E t.*'13)*3 It' s
2 'VE L.OCI.',_'TX .'__±TY __ ,---,- ,' 
-
3 'ACCFLE. ' 'RATIONl' M/SE''t2**Z 'I '
4 'DYNAMIteC PRES', SURE et'N/M**2', ,i Ul50TFNS I 0 N N 0 h 05- _ , Io -
6- - - 'FLIGHT ,,' PTH ',..ANGLF-' ,EG t, -__
7 'PITCH ','AT'ITU' .'DE DE ''G '
8 'ANGLE ','OF ATT',IACK D', EG ',
9 RANGE M ,' 
- - - - -- -- --
........ A . TIME lo I S E C_. ...
B 'PITCH-'.'VELOC[!tTY---DE_.,°G/SECr , .. .
-- -C 'ANJGLE ', 'JF-ATT I AC ' - ____ .............- - - -/
0! MFNS ION LTYPE(f_)
UATA LTYPE / 0,1,2,5 /. --
OATA ii) / t UUS F 12','.3 I:U',Eh iGP I)'. ,0 .PFRxt_ QRi.,' I ..... ns..... P E'.- .- . .-. .....
.- 2 'R I NCHI',. US E ',' BLACK_ ','Lfl!!._','.K N','_. A_ 3... 
_ . . -._.3  PEN. * , _ ...... ,_ Sj I , S
3_ _ II,' P E.. .....' ' .--. .. ........... ... ---..... ........ . .. /..- ---.-. -.-.---.-- ---. ..--- . -..-...-........- . .. -- _
_ . -ATA XL,Y L, _T ./. 2 -.. - 0 5/
DATA ;)AZ,D53,DA4/-.5, -1., -1.5/
DATA FGFP/100J.t .001/
DATA I TIME/0/
IFIIX.LEo.0 GO Tr 900.
I F( I I ME) 1 100, 15 ..............
100 CALL CALi [L( I
HT2 = .5*HT
150 ITIME ITIME + ........
---- CALL PLoT i3. 1.5-3 -
- ------- 
_-- =
-C - FIND MINIMUM, MAXIMUM O F ARRAYS
nn_.L___ l = 1 5
VMS(2 I I = -. 1E38 . --
VMS(,11 = +.1E38 --- --- -- - - - - -- --
t -190 CONTlNUE -.-
-- DO 200 1 =1 N ....
IF( X(I).GT.VMX(2)) VMX(2) _=_X(I).. . .. -- - .I)------.. --
IFL XII).LT.VMX(II) VMX(I) = X(I)
IF(IYI.LE.O) GO rn 200
IF(YI(I).GT.VM4(Z)) VMI(2) -- Yl(I) - ---- ---
--- IF(YlII(L.LT.VMl({)) V MI([1 y( ___= 1)_
IF(IY2.LE.0) GO T{I 200 
---
IFJY2(I).LGT.Vr22) } VM2(1 = Y2(I) ______
IF([Y3.LE.O ) GO 0TO 200 . .
I F(Y3( I .GT.VM312)) VM31 2)-=Y3(_) I _.. - ----..-- - - -. - - -
IF(Y3(I).LT.VtM3(1)) VM3(11 - Y3({I) ...... . .......... . - .. -- .- -..-- ----
IF(IY4.LE.01 GO TO 200 - -- . . . -....
IF(Y4(I).GT.VMi2 VM42) = Y4) -- 
- -
!FY+IL_.LT.VM(4fL) VM4(1) = Y4(I)
200 CONTINUE
C DO SCALING' AND AXES --. ..
IF(IX - 1)400,310,320
310 VMX(l) = VMX(1)*FP
VMX(2) VMX(2)*FP
320 CALL SCALF(VMX,XL,2,1)
CALL AXIS(0O. 0.tOLABELS(!,IXl -24,XL,O. ,VMX(3)_LVMX_4)_) - - -
IFIIX - 1)}340330,340 - - -
330 CONTINUE - -
VMX(31 = VMX(3)*FG I-




IFIY - 114O,35 1, 35-- ---- - ---- ----------- _ ----
351 VL.I.L) = VMlll)*FP
VMI(2) = VMI(2)*FP
-- 352 CALL SCALEV,YL,- - --- -- ----
CALL AXIS(J. ,O..LAELS(,tlIYI,+24,YL,90 ,VM131.V1L4Jl - - _____ -
-IFIIYI - 1)354, 353 354 - -- - - ------ __
353 CO NTIE 
-- 






C YIN*2! = VM114 - - -
-- --- ,--- ,---,--,, ,--,,-- -___- ,_-,----_ - -- -__--
_IF( IY2AI L - 64 136 3,362
361 VM2(1l = VM2(1,IFP
VM2(2) = VM2(21*FP
362 CALL SCALEIV;12,YL2.1 
__ ,
CALL AXIS I)A2, .,LABELS(l,IY2) +24,YL,90.,VM2(3) 1 VM -2(4) -) -- __--











37M1 YM3(1) - VM3(1)*FP-
VM3(2) VM3(2) *FP
372 CALL SCALE(V,13,YL,2,1J
CALL AXS!)A3,tJ.,LABELS , I Y 3),+ 24YL,90. VM3( 3)LMV3_(lLL)
IFIIY3 - 1)374.373,374
373 CONTINUE . . ... ..
VM3(3). -=_VM3(31).*FG
VM3(14) = VM3(4)*FG
374 CONTINUE .. . ........
Y3(N+1. -- VM3(3 _
Y31(N+) = VM3(4)
F(IY4 - 1!400,31238 -2 -_ 
__ 
382
381 VM4(11I VM4(_ ) *F P
VM41(2). = V4(2)*FP
382 CALL SCALEIV_4t#YL2,1) ,-
CALL AX[S()A4,0..LABELS(l.IY4. ,+24,YL.90.,VM4(3) VM44(41)

















C _ _ _ 
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
400 CONTINUE
'Y..--L _C __L L ....,..,HT !j.R,0.jt .. ........................ ...
C DRAW LI..S
J = N/24 + 1 _. . . . . . . ..... .
IF(IYll)4.40,50t410 .-- - ..........
410 C UNTINU r :
....... CALL .[N( XYI,N, 1,J,LTYPE(_) - ____
IF 1Y2)142450,450,420 ..
.420 C LO.TILNIJ
......... CALL L I ( X, Y2,N t 1,J ,LTYPE ..........
IFlly3)450,450,430 .Q... . ................
_____ 430 CU rrI 45tIE ____ CO_____N
C AL L L IN F (IXY3,,11 ,JLT YPE--T-PE 1 3) _
IF(IY4)4450,4 O..............
440 . Ot T I,. IE
_. CAl. L LI JEIX,Y4,',, I.,J, LTYPE I.4) ..
450 CU TITIUE
C APAW LABELL ING
VX = XL -. 5 .......................
T VX - 27
VY = YL - HT-HT __ _ _ _ ______
IF IYI )5 50 O55 0 - _---- 
_____
.......... CALL SY;4ROL IT,~ 'YTLAB'_L._, I·lLtO. 1 2) y_ ]. _____- -- .~ 4_) .. .-....-.--......-... -...
CALL SYMBFOL(VX,VY.+_HT2.,HT,LTYpE_(I),p,.-1) .. ...........
VY = VY - tT-I4T
......... IF IY2 )550, 550,520 _ ____ ----.... 
.
520 ClN 1'l UE . .........
CALL SY?4;)L ('T,VY,HT,LAtdELS( ,IY). , . 24) .......... ____......
CALL SY'4OL(VXVY+!IHT2.,1'T,LiYPE(2 ),._,-_ll_ '---____~_ - ~
VY = VY - HT-IHT
IF( LY1j5~.530
530 CONTINUE
CALL SY'ifDL (T,VY,HT,L ABELS(I,IY3). . { L , 41_ _- -. Lt.
CALL SY'43UL(VX,VY+-HT2,HT,LTYPE(3)_,O_., 
____ _ . -... ..------------..
VY = VY - HT-HT
IF(I Y4)550,550,540 _____ ______ ___
540 CONTINUE
CALL SYMROLI(T ,VY ,HT ILAB ELS I(1I, I Y 4j _t.,..24)_ __
CALL SYMBOL ! V X,VYI+HT-2I rYpE(),0 ___ ._T._ . EF___.___ -
550 CONTINUE




SURORUTIN E-DENSM( 1 _ t, _RHO,__CSI -L _ __ ___
DOUBLE._ PREC ISIJ[,.N -I. _ P_ p..RI!0 _C.. ____ ____ _ _ ------ -----









1 200t31.23,25Q18h.35,291153.40,323002.75,354753.59,386406.39, . ..-.---- . . --.--..--.- .--
- 2 4 3 479 1.04,S 1204.'16 4 32 I5.4a, 05 2 63 .45 ,72 9243.9 , 939_9 4 ._75 - - - - - - ---- - --
....., 3 ,,, 1234619.?4, t 52U 799.4,17 9?'72.6.4,#2068776./ _6 - -.-. ---
DATA P 3/2116.217,472. b7922,1 14.34505,18. 128852,2. 3162994, -,--- -- -- __- ---,_ - , --
__ -_ I 1. 2322512 t. 3 0321 73 ,.0215728 I1, .o003433 1482 00J62912953 1  - .....
2 .0J )1 53 5_986_,...!l._LQ52bOL_.7l,00 57?15-2 . oooo _i)LL_ 7? .
3 . --00 059 32' 72 ,.000) J3 1?5 39 ,.0000 145.3.71 .39 3439-6 - _----- 
4  . 41 7b667E- 7 . 228 84 174E-7,. 72058936E-8 ,.24891 264E-8/ ....
DATA TB/28P. 15, 2*216. 65,228.5, 2*270. 6,252.b652*18, 0.65,21 0.65b, __ - - - - - - - -
.I __ 2,60.65,350.65,96i5.615,1 L1).65, 1210.65, 1_353.65, 1553.655, -830.-65-,,-_ ,,, -_ -, --- _ - _-,
.. 2 215 . 65,242. . (,5,2590;.65 Z 700. 65 /
DATA -.. '-_ .__.-7E- , .s7_vZ L1) 9_:_5__,._-_--__
-- _ I -. 22523554 -S.,-. 825641 FE-5 0., .5214141J8F -5, . 4757236E-5, - ----- -- - -
.2 . 2120 7 69')E-4. 1762I2FJl F-4,.49941 997F-5,.28R39653 7f-5 -. ,,-,-
- 3 .1...1335746-t5, .12341 172E-5t .8 514774E-6, 6 116347E-6, - -- .... -- ,, -- -, --.- -,,-,. ---
4 .42343419'E-b,.2526$,839E-6,2 *.1572315E-t /
DATA 3/ 5.2 5 5 6, - . 480 3102 - 4, - 34. 1 63 2 32-.20 ?.-. 737E- . ....................................... -
42 -3. 2961 763,-I. 639085R,-2. 1 70446 4,-3.2 -456.97 ,- -61 55 q94.-,-- --
C -_ · _ 3 3 - -, -. O 73. 3 -5_+-_ _, 3_3o_039.. 11 ._627,7219. -__t- - __ ,__ -- - -- - -- _
Z = Zl*3.280q4
H 20155531.F,* 1*/138Q55531.EO + L)
DO2 22 ,,-,, --- .............. ... I
...O.TIN UE ---z 
_l*_ _. 
_,,,.............. . , -- ,.,.------ _......................... - ---
I tHI --..I, 22 ...
1L_- -C 2O '- N-I E 2. .3_ _ _ _ _ - - . . - - . -.
!=23
DH = H - HB( I
- TFMP = 1. + A( I )*DH , -- . -,
T = T (I) t TEMP -_ _ _ _ _ _
IF(.A([ 1) )3,6,3-2----
6 TEMP = EXP(IB( I *DH)________________
GO TO ...
3 TEMP = ILEtMP.** I
4. P P=_ (I) *T EM.P.*.4 7. 2 -_ 
__.80_25O -
RHO, = .003483647*P/T ___ ,__ - -- ,------
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